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ABSTRACT 

The study examined personal and job characteristics and the socio-economic status of 

farm workers in the Mafikeng area, North West province, South Africa. A simple random 

sampling technique was used to select I 00 farm ' orkers to be interviewed. A structured 

questionnaire was developed based on the study objectives and related literature to collect 

data which were analysed using frequency count, percentages and multip le regression 

analysis. The results show that the majority of farm workers fa ll between 20-30 years age 
• tl 

group with males dominating and most have gone through primary education. The mean 

salary of most of the farm workers per month was R I 250.00. Medical aids, Sectoral 

determination and Labour unions were non-existent in different farm s. In terms of 

possession of materials, 79% of the farm workers have chickens while 64% have dogs. 

92% have radio, 93% have beds, 89% have tables and 59% have electric stoves. Also, 

82%have cel l phones whi le 78% have boots and rain coats each. 

The findings have imp I ications for the level of socio-economic status of the farm workers 

and the need to improve on thei r livelihoods. 

Keywords: farm workers, personal and job characteristics. socio-economic status 
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1. 

1.1 Background 

CHAPTER ONE 

lNTRODUCTlON 

The historical background to the deplorable conditions endured by South African 

farm workers lies generaJly in South Africa's history of colonial conquest and 

dispossession of indigenous people. but more particularly in the 1913 Natives Land 

Act. This piece of legislation outlawed the ownership of land by blacks in areas 

which were designated for white ownership. Essentially, it sol idified the distribution 

of land that emerged from the era of colonlal wars against indigenous tribes and ~ 

polities. It further sought to roll back black ownership of land in certain areas. The 

outcome was that 87 percent of land became white owned, whilst blacks were 

relegated to the remaining 13 percent (SAHRC. 2003). 

ince the dawn of democracy in 1994, the South African wine industry has been 

characterised by both, profound economic and political changes as well as continuities 

with its past, rooted in slavery, apartheid and paternalism. In thi s contex t, Black farm 

workers whose labour built the foundati.on of a prosperous agri l:ultural industry. still 

belong to the most marginalised groups in post-apartheid society. A number of state 

and non-state actors. however, attempt to improve the economic and social positions 

of farm workers in South Africa (Schweitzer. 2008). 

The advent of the Natives Land Act provoked protest and resistance amongst its 

victims. Solomon Tekhisho Plaatjie, one of the founding members of the outh 

African Native ational Congress. the forerunner of the African National Congress. 

wrote e loquently about the effect of the Native Land Act on black South Africans 

accurately characterising it as .. class legislation'· (SAHRC. 2003). 

Preceding the Natives Land Act, large numbers of black people occupied ostensibly 

"white" farmland, often with the approval of the owner. This was at a time when 

many farmers were unable to cultivate or use the entire extent of their land due to lack 

of capital. Sharecropping arrangements with black fam ilies who possessed draught 

animals, ploughs and labour became commonplace, especia lly in grain producing 



areas. In some districts, black sharecroppers outstripped white farmers m grain 

production (SAHRC, 2003). 

While sharecropping was essential to the survival of poorer farmers, more prosperous 

farmers agitated incessantly for an end to '·squatting" on white farms. Numerous 

petitions, complaining about the " idleness" of black squatters who refused to enter the 

wage labour market were directed to the government of the day (SAHRC. 2003). 

The Natives Land Act tipped power in favour of white farmers. enabling them to 

either evict black communities li ving on white designated land, or to force more ~ 

onerous conditions upon them. Thus, sharecroppers were pushed down a sliding scale 

of tenure security, becoming labour tenants (where labour is provided to the farmer in 

return for being allowed to remain on the land) and eventually. farm workers. 

Amendments to the original Act, aimed at outlawing sharecropping and labour 

tenancy. were only partially successful, as undercapitalised farmers continued to rely 

on such arrangements (SAHRC, 2003). 

In the 1960s. the remnants of sharecropping were extingu ished when the stale came to 

play a more active role in white agriculture, extending generous subsidies and loans to 

white farmers. In poorer areas. this enabled landowners to end sharecropping 

anangements. perceived by the state bureaucracy as a humiliating concession to 

blacks. Labour tenancy, despite being outlawed. survived in pockets in K waZulu

Natal and Mpumalanga until present (SAHRC, 2003). 

A substantial portion of the farm-worker community in South Africa is comprised of 

descendants of people who may have occupied and farmed white-owned land in a 

relatively independent manner. However, there is also a large rural proletariat 

comprised of impoveri shed and landless people from the ex-Bantustans. Increasing 

numbers of illegal foreign workers from neighbouring countries now make up a 

substantial portion of the seasonal labour force in provinces such as Limpopo and 

Mpumalanga (SAHRC, 2003). 

Schweitzer, (2008) argues that these so-called Black Empowerment projects are based 

on partnerships between white farmers, farm worker communities and complex 
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networks of actors, ranging from state agencies to nongovernmental organisations, 

international organisations, businesses and private individuals. The mobilisation of 

these actors and their resources allow fa rm workers to become land and business 

owners and in the process to acquire other economic, educational and symbolic 

benefits. While these projects demonstrate how marginali sed Black farm workers 

become farmers, they· al so show a series of shortcomings - first and foremost, that the 

' new Black farmers' do not obtain real autonomy. 

A recent survey on behalf of the South African Wine and Brandy Company (SAWB) 

showed that 6 percent of employees in high rpanagement and 22 percent in middle ~ 

management of private and cooperative cellars are Black (Kassier et a l.. 2004). 

Management and ownership structures in the wine industry apparentl y evoke 

apartheid patterns. 

The same can be said about current living a nd working conditions of most Black farm 

workers. The latter s till belong to the most marginalised social groups in post

apartheid soc iety. as their income level shows that they are even the poorest in the 

formal economy (SA WB 2003: 23). Those who arc permanently employed or whose 

relatives are permanently employed, usually stay on the farm in housing provided by 

the farmer. The quality of housing largely depends on the attitude of the farmer and 

ranges from "decent'' to "scarce ly fit for human habitation" (Ewert and llamman 

1999: 212). Similarly. the educational background of farm workers indicates their 

marginal position in society. 

According to a recent study. almost one-fifth had no access to formal education and 

many are illiterate (Kassier 2005: 4. 10). Moreover, due to their working and li ving 

conditions, farm workers are two to three times more likely to get infected by 

tuberculosis than people living in urban areas (SA WB 2006: 23). 

In part. the socioeconomic situation of farm workers can be attributed to the history of 

apartheid. However, apartheid is not the only reason. The life on farms is also rooted 

in the older history of slavery and paternalism. ln the course of time, a set of 

asymmetrical power relations between Black farm workers and White farm owners 

evolved which was characterised by both exploitation of the workers and obl igations 
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of the farmer. The farm was symbolically conceptualised as ' family', but materially, 

the domination of the farmer was apparent (Du Toit 1993; Huss et al. 2008). 

1.2 Jmportance of agriculture in the economy 

Fam1ing plays a critical ro le in the South African economy. T he affordabili ty of food 

to the population at large is vital, however, it is of particular importance to the poorer 

segments of the population and those affected by HI V/A IDS as it d irectly impacts 

their ability to survive. There are human beings who are behind the end product that 

ends on our tables everyday, and they are nonetheless, farm workers who stri ve that <~ 

the porridge, wheat, bread etc we eat everyday is properly produced, yet. they are 

underpaid, underrated, not well looked a fter and the list is endless. Women are 

particularly at risk during the hungry season. as their workloads rise on the farm and 

births peaks at thi s period. Anticipating hard work, mothers tend to wean thei r 

children. or if they continue. the food level is reduced as diets become poorer. The 

wet season is a period when malaria, diarrhea and skin infections peak, and for 

everyone, illness a ffects the timing. efficiency and availabi lity or fann work; but it 

bears heavily on the poorer people who move into s ituations of dependency involving 

kin. ne ighbours. or money lenders, a situation from whic h they may not escape. Thi 

issue could have been avoided many centuri es back where the very same farm 

workers used to own the land but now they are tenants on their own land. The 

domestic group provides a foca l point for agricultura l production. where age. sex and 

kin act as traditional determinants or who does what. who is dependent on whom and 

what are the rewards for one's labour. It is also the place where age and sex intersect 

through marriage. which is a key to internal differentiation, a s ign of adulthood and 

the route to semi- or ultimate independence through acces to resources such as land 

and labour (La Fontaine. 1978). 

1.3 Farm workers 

Only half of South Africa's potential labour force is able to find employment in the 

formal economy. Women, the less skilled and those who live in rural areas are more 

likely to be poor. and less likely to find fo rmal sector employment. In this regard, the 

farm labour force sits at the j unction between the formal and informal economies. 
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Farm workers earn more than those engaged in informal activities in urban and non

urban areas, yet they earn less than other workers in the formal economy. Many 

women work on farms a longside their partners. yet never shane the benefits of full

time employers such as unemployment insurance, provident funds, etc. If for some 

reason her paLrtner is dismissed. retrenched, retired, etc. she often also loses her right 

to accommodation on the farm even if she has worked there for many years. The 

theoretical li1terature on minimum wages is not helpful. Thene is much ambiguity 

around the actual effects of a minimum wage, to the extent that almost any optimistic 

or pessimistic view on the benefits or costs of a minimum wage can (and has been) 

justified in theory. In the same manner, the ·empirical literature is riddled with 

qualifications regarding the validi ty of the data rendering most of the results from 

empirical studies inconclusive. Their duties include inter-alia, applying pesticides. 

herbicides. and fertil izer to crops and livestock; plant. maintain. and harvest food 

crops; and tend livestock and poultry, repair farm buildings and fences. Duties may 

include: operating milking machines and other dairy processing equipment; 

supervising seasonal help; irrigating crops; and hauling lives1tock products to the 

market (Depatrtment of Labour. 200 I). 

1.4 Employment conditions 

While farm workers arc mainly men. the structure of farm work affects the entire 

fam ily. When families do not travel together. parents. particularly fathers, are away 

from their chilldren and families for long periods of time. On the farm site. women and 

children are confronted with many issues. Sexual harassment and abuse. inadequate 

educational opportunities. and the need for child labour fo r wages or for lack of 

childcare are serious concerns as well as the exposure of p1regnant women and 

children to mcmy of the health hazards listed above. Women a lso face discriminatory 

hiring practice:s and often significantly, lower wages, especia ll y for piece-rate harvest 

work (Oxfarm-America, 2004). 

1.5 Socio-economical status of farm workers 

Socio-economic status (SES) is an econom1c and sociologically combined total 

measure of a farm worker's work experience and of an individual's or fam ily's 
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economic and social position relative to others, based on income, education, and 

occupation. When analysing a family's .SES, the household income earners' education 

and occupation are examined, as well as combined income, versus that of an 

individual, when their own attributes are assessed (NCES, 2008). 

1.6 Research problem 

Most people in the North West Province are employed on farms. making the 

agricultural sector the biggest employer in the province. Fann workers are crucial to 

our li vel ihoods because without their contribution to food production, people in the 

country all face starvation. Unfortunately, farm workers are the worst-paid labourers 

and their working conditions are not always favourable. This s tudy will focus on the 

socio-economic status and job characteristics of farm workers in the Mafikeng, 

including inter-alia, remunerations and working condi tions. Farm workers sighted 

anecdotal experiences of their suffering at the hands of fann owners whom they allege 

to have little or no regard for their wel l being. Some sighted painful incidents of 

injury on duty without any form of compensation by farm owners. 

The reports about mistreatment of farm workers in the country led to this idea, as the 

bread and ham you eat for breakfast is the end product that was started by the very 

farm workers that arc ill-treated. We hear a lot lately in the media about mistreatment 

of farm workers. It dies down, and crops up agai n. It seems as if this happens just 

enough to keep the masses reminded of the lie. that in general, white farmers treat 

their workers very badly. When it suits the particular agenda. this issue is used as a 

scapegoat. an additional excuse to justiry murder, vandalism, theft, or whatever else 

has taken place. But we all know that whenever a worker is perceived as being treated 

badly, especially a black by a white, the issue is carried in the media, and every 

possible angle and details of the case are widely published. This is seldom the case 

when a black is treated poorly by another black. Perhaps they expect it, and it is not 

newsworthy enough. 

A farmer is a highly trained and skilled individual , and in most cases. would regard 

his loyal workers as an asset, not to be mishandled. The government has come up with 

a very powerful workable instrument (Sectoral determination) yet this is not properly 

or not implemented at all in most of the farms. This study will highlight most of the 
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aspects that government and trade unions (Congress of the South African Trade 

Unions) need to strictly focus on. ~iterally. it will boost the economy through 

agriculture. indirectly as a happy. determined. satisfied farm worker will contribute 

immensely to agricultural production. 

1.7 Objectives of the study 

• Identify personal characteristics of fann workers. 

• Determine the job characteristics of farm workers. 

• Ascertain the socio-economic status of fann workers. 

• Determine relationship between socio-economic status and job characteristics 

of farm workers. 

1.8 Research Question 

• What are the personal characteristics of farm workers? 

• What job characteristics do they experience? 

• What is their socio-economic status? 

• What is the relationship between personal characteristics. socio-economic 

status and job characteristics? 

1.9 Hypothesis of the study 

There is no significant rel ationsh ip between personal characteristics and socio

economic status of farm workers. 

There is no significant relationship between personal characteristics and job 

characteristics of farm workers. 

There is no significant relationship between job characteristics and socio-economic 

status of farm workers. 
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1.10 Definition of terms 

A farm is an area of land, including various structu res, devoted primari ly to the 

practice of producing and managing food (produce, grains, or livestock), fibers and, 

increasingly, fuel. It is the basic production facility in food production. Farms may be 

owned and operated by a s ingle individual, a fami ly, a community, a corporation or a 

company. A fann can be a holding of any size from a fraction of a hectare to several 

thousand hectares (Adams. 1988). 

Farming is a te rm that covers a wide spectrum of agricultural production work. At 

one end of this spectrum. is the subsistence farmer. who. farms a small area with 

limited resource inputs, and produces onl y enough food to meet the needs of hi s 

family. At the other end is commercial intensive agriculture, including industrial 

agriculture. Such farmi ng invo lves large fields and/or numbers of animals. large 

resource inputs (pesticides and fertilizers.), and a high level of mechanisation . These 

operations generally attempt to max imise financial income from grain. produce, or 

livestock (Gregor. 1969). 

A farm worker is a person hired to work in the agricultura l industry. This includes 

work on farms of all s izes. from small , family-run businesses to large industrial 

agriculture operations. The fa rm worker may o r may no t be related to the individuals 

who own o r run the farm , but his or her job entail s a more formal relationship than a 

fami ly member or neighbour who might do occasional chores on the farm. Depending 

on the location a nd type of farm. the work may be seasonal or permanent. Seasonal or 

migrant workers, are often low-wage -workers, who may o r may not be working in 

their country of origin. Permanent workers may have a particular set of skills or 

educational background that allow them to earn higher wages. and are often found on 

farms where there is year-round production, such as on dairy or beef cattle farms. 

Farm workers usualJ y cam a wage, however. the work can be done on a vol untary 

basis or for educational reasons (Adams, 1988). 

Socio-economic status (SES) is the position that an individual or family occupies 

with refere nce to the prevailing average standards of cultura l possessions. effective 
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income, material possessions and participation m the group activities of the 

community (Akinbile, 2007). 
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2. 

2.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents the review of literature. The review focuses on the world. 

Africa, Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) and primari ly on South 

Africa. 

2.2 Review on global trends 

2.2.1 Recent trends in employment and wages 

Increasingly. capital-intensive production and large-scale corporate ownership has 

resulted in greater levels of unemployment. In the Dominican Republic for example. 

there were 25 percent fewer workers on Large Scale Farms (LSF) in the late 1970s 

than in the first half of the 1950s. Mechanisation has particularly accentuated seasonal 

unemployment, shortening the annual work period. Tasks involving mechanical and 

chemical technology have tended to be reserved for a smaller number of skilled 

workers, supplemented by a large number of relatively unskilled labourers (Thomas, 

1984; Seddon ct al., 1979). This was documented in S ri Lankan plantations and in 

pre-revolution Cuba. where only 11 percent of agricultural workers worked the year 

round and 700 000 were out of work at the end of the sugar harvest (Rojas. 1986). 

Seasonal employment has forced worker to combine wage employment with other 

activities such as. small farming. fishing and public works projects (Loewenson. 

] 992). 

Workers were commonly affected by exhaustion. One colonial authority documented 

that workers had '·insufficient energy to do a full day work. owing to the poverty of 

their diet"' (Turshen. 1987). Migrant labour, returning to peasant areas, spread the 

diseases of plantations and mines into the local community, with seasonal waves of 

diseases associated with labour migration patterns. In early Latin American 

plantations, casual workers or mandamientos, wandered for weeks in the heat and 

rain, trying to locate the estates to which they had been assigned. Plantation owners 

did not have the same interest in these workers as in their indentured or bonded 

workers. so they experienced the most hostile living and worki ng conditions. Their 
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housing often consisted of a banana-leaf lean-to, with squalid water suppl ies and a 

meagre food intake (Loewenson. 1984). 

2.2.2 Livin~: conditions 

In 1953. the International Labour Organisation (ILO) no ted poor health and 

impoverished living conditions on plantations, inadequate and overcrowded housing. 

lack of ventilation in barracks-style accommodation , overcwwded communal or 

absent water supplies and sanitation and poor. refuse disposal. Housing was poor even., 

where Labour Codes specified minimum housing standards. such as in Malaysia. 

Improvements made to the living conditions of permanent labour were 

counterbalanced by little expenditure on the large group of semi-employed, casual 

labour (Loewenson, 1984). Two to three decades later. despite some scattered 

initiatives. httle general improvement has been made. Located on remote private 

property. with little inspection on conditions. employers have minimal risk of penalty 

fo r poor housing (Elling, 1986 and Goldfarb, 1981). 

Impoverished conditions ha e persisted even in an economy as industrialised as that 

of the United States. For example. in Florida in the 1970s. 40 !Percent of settlements 

did not meet minimum health and safety standards, with open wells. sewage dumps 

and housing made from tar paper. converted chicken coops, old trailers, condemned 

sheds and enclosures. One observer reported: "The smell of backed up toi lets . .. and 

odour of urine is everywhere. The water smells bad and sometimes is not portable. 

There is an absence o f lighting. Wiring is exposed. Windows do not have screens. 

Pests, bugs amd rats are a problem . .. these are homes congressmen from Washington 

would not keep thei r dogs in'· (Goldfarb. 1981 ). 

The issue of social development for farm workers has a lways been a contentious one. 

primarily due to a history of development being one of reprcss:ion and exploitation. 

Decades of exploitati ve contro l have left a social situation characterised by poverty 

and extreme inequality of power. between farmer and worker. black and white people, 

and between men and women. The legacy of this brutal past is not only to be found in 

the conditions under which farm workers now live, but rather. tlhe psychological and 

institutional barriers preventing their achievement of a bener life though effectively 
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utilising the opportunities available to them. Poverty and marginalisation is a 

formidable barrier to overcome in · this environment. It becomes clear that any 

development programme aimed at providing farm workers with support in their 

struggle for a better life - the essence of "development" - will of necessity need to 

address these factors (Husy and Samson, 200 1 ). 

An organiser for the United Farm Workers of America described the contrast of 

developed production systems coexisting with primit i e habitations: Growers can 

have an intricate watering system to irrigate .their crops, but they can' t have runnin~ 

water inside the houses of their wo rkers. Veterinarians tend to the needs of domestic 

anima ls. but they can' t have med ical care of their workers. "They can have land 

subsid ies for the growers, but they can't have adequate unemployment compensation 

for the workers. They treat him like a fa rm implement. They have insulated barns for 

their animals. but the workers li ve in beat-up shacks with no heat at all" (Elling. 

1986). 

In only a few countries, Malaysia for example, has government intervention resulted 

in subsidised housing being built for farm workers. Workers have generally had no 

rights to home ownership, no permanent residence status and neglig ible soc ial 

security. The huge backlog of unfulfi lled housing has raised the costs of construction 

to meet labour needs to considerable levels, as private producers have demanded 

subsidies. tax abatements. low-interes1 loans and even grants to meet the hi storical 

debt (Loewenson. 1984). 

Calorie requirements in India increased by 50 percent with increasing work demands 

(Sanghvi, 1969). Jn periods of high employment in Kuttanad , ca lorie intake only 

reached 66 percent of the minimum requirements for energy output (Pannikar. 1978). 

Expenditure of energy in search of scarce work has thus exacerbated the nutritional 

problem (Loewenson, 1984 ). 

Women on low wages with young c hildren are at increased risk of ill health . Women 

invo lved in formal sector work also carry out domestic tasks such as child care, 

subsistence food production, fo raging and purchasing of household needs. They bear 

the health burden of a double work load, whi le the family suffers the health 
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consequences of reductions in domestic work. The reallocation of women's labo ur has 

also resulted in less mother-child contact time, reducing infant feeding and less and 

less frequent preparation of meals, causing food to lose its vitamin content and to 

accumulate bacterial contamination (Chambers et al.. 1981 ). 

2.2.3 Food security and nutrition 

Ln 19Ro, the World Bank defined ·'food security as access by all people at all times to 

enough food for an active and healthy life. It is evident that national set [-sufficiency . ~ 

in food production does not guarantee all citizens the ri ght to food'·. In an ILO study 

of seven Asian countries, a ri se in per capita cereal production was associated wi th an 

increase in hunger and poverty (Chossoudovsky, 1983). Overall market scarcity of 

food is also not a necessary pre-condition fo r malnutrition. Food intake depends on 

access to food, a funct ion of wages and food prices. access to means to grow or forage 

for food and the abi lity to obtain food on credit (Loewenson, 1984). 

With re lative consistency, different sources have estimated that about three-quarters 

of the agricultural wage was spent on food (Sircar et al., 1985; Lipton and de Kadt. 

1985 and Krishnaswami, 1976). The average wage of agricultural workers has 

consistently been found to be below that required for minimum subsistence needs. 

Higher priced commercial foods and limited access to peasant markets have reduced 

the ability of plantation workers to buy sufficient food . In the pressure to use below

poverty wages to satisfy all household needs, food needs have sometimes suffered. 

"After all," as one Indian labour leader commented. ·'no-one sees your empty 

stomach. You can always tighten your dhoti (cloth ing) and walk with your head high. 

It is by your appearance that people judge you" (Tharamangalam. 1981 ). 

Poor health (from whatever cause) can infl ict great hardships on households. 

including debilitation, substantial monetary expenditures, loss of labour, and 

sometimes death. More broadly, the health and nutritional s tatus of adults affect their 

ability to do work, and thus underpins the welfare of the household, including 

children's development. Treatable conditions often go untreated because of lack o f 

access to healthcare. Many rural areas do not have clinics; the s ick must be carried on 

the backs of young men or on bicyc les to the nearest cli nic . Moreover, cl inics in rural 
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areas often lack adequate equipment or trained health personnel , and in many 

countries, they require payment before providing service. In the absence of health 

insurance, rural people are often unable to afford healthcare of any kind (Asenso

Okyere et al, 20 I I). 

Poor health in turn affects agricultural production. lllness impairs the farmer's ability 

to innovate, experiment, and implement changes, and to acquire techni~al information 

available through extension activities. Healthcare expenses may consume resources 

that might be used to purchase improved seed, fertilizer. equipment. or other inputs~ 

Households with sick members are less able to adopt labour-intensive techniques. As 

a counterpoint, health threats also affect the demand for agricultural output. 

Malnutrition and disease patterns innuence market demand for food , in tenn s of 

quantity. quality. diversity, and the price people are able or willing to pay (Asenso

Okyere et al, 2011 ). 

The long-term household impacts of ill health include loss of farming knowledge. 

reduction or land under cultivation, planting of less labour-intensive crops, reduction 

of variety planted, and reduction of livestock. The ultimate impact of ill health is a 

decline in househo ld income and possible food insecurity-that is. a severe 

deterioration in household livelihood (Asenso-Okyere c t al, 201 1 ). 

Food rations formed part of the wage in many parts of Asia and Africa. They 

generally provided only for the needs of the worker and, at most. one or two 

dependents. In one large-scale farming area of South Africa, for example, rations 

valued at R 11 .56 per head in 1973 ~ere calculated to provide minimum needs for a 

famil y of3.5 people at a time when the average family s ize was 6.2 people (Wilson et 

al., 1977). 

Despite this, inaccessible and high-priced food stores and lack of time and transport 

have made rations more immediately acceptable to workers. Although compromised 

by monocropping, foraged foods have also been an important food source. 

particularly for underdeveloped workers (Loewenson, 1984). 
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In many parts of Asia, Africa and Latin America, food consumption is cut to a 

minimum in the "off' (non-farming) season. During seasonal underemployment in 

India, agricultural workers consumed cheaper cereals, reduced intake of purchased 

food and increased that of foraged and reduced intake of purchased food and 

increased that o f for.aged and reduced the number of meals per day. Malnutrition also 

rose in the period (Sanghvi, 1969). 

Higher earn ings during seasonal employment have given little compensation for huge 

increases in energy expenditure, with great.er energy demands on plantation than,_ 

peasant agriculture. In the s isal industry in Brazil, for example, wages were 

inadequate to replace the calories spent in labour. let alone to meet family needs 

(Laurell , 1981 ). 

2.2.4 Patterns of ill health 

In most countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America, rural populations have higher 

death rates than those in urban areas (Laurel!. 1981 ). This is most evident among the 

working poor. A greater proportion of children die in the first year of life in 

agticultural worker communities compared to other sectors. as found in Algeria 

(Laurel!. 1981 ). Brazil (Victoria and Blank, 1980). Sri Lanka (Lipton and de Kadt. 

1985) and Assam in India (1LO, 1953). In the United tates of America (USA). 

migrant farm worker infant mortality was reported to be double the national average 

in 1980. Infection and parasitic disease rates in US migrant farm workers were 

reported to be 200-500 percent higher than the national averages (Goldfarb, 198 1 ). 

Children in plantation communities have been reported to experience the highest 

levels of premature births and preventable diseases such as diarrhoea. measles. polio. 

whooping cough, tuberculosis and diphtheria. Frequent parasitic infections fu rther 

undermine nut ritional status. Malaria. respiratory and gastro-intestinal tract infections 

were the most frequently repo11ed di seases from places as geographically distant as 

India. Haiti and Indonesia (ILO, 1953; Kawalewski, 1982). Seasonal migration of 

labour has resulted in regional disease epidemics. When labour militancy in Swazi 

sugar estates in the 1960s led to recruitment of Mozambican labour, epidemic 

increases malaria transmission occurred in that area (Packard, 1986). 
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Farm workers have also been found to be at increased risk of accidents, alcoholism, 

stress-transmitted diseases, attributed to social disruption, poverty and lack of 

penetration of health care onto plantations (Shenk in, 1974; Laurell, 1981; Hughes and 

Hunter, 1970). Nutritional and communicable diseases arise from the work process, 

such as low back pain and osteoarthritis of the hip due to poor ergonomics, injury 

from tools, implements and machinery. poisoning due to repetiti ve limb strain and 

organic dust-related lung diseases. In the Dominican Republic, one-third of all 

accidents in 1978 allegedly occurred on Gulf and Western·s sugar estates. The 

unwitnessed burden of injury was reported· in honor by one investigator into th~ 

company"s activities in the Dominican Republic: We are not prepared for the response 

that awaited us when we asked: ·'do you have many accidents at work"? It was an 

unforgettable moment. Arms stretched out towards us - missing fingers, hands and 

arms bearing horrible. ragged. puffy scars- cruel proof of the violet nature of the work 

(Kawalewski, 1982). 

Reported statistics of occupational illnesses are likely to be an underestimation. due to 

lack of coverage and use of health faciliti es, lack of diagnosis of occupational diseases 

and the disguising of occupational health problems by management controlled health 

services (Loewenson. 1992). 

2.2.5 The health effects of underemployment 

Agricultural production is a determinant of health, primarily through the consumption 

of food produced and through intermediary processes related to income and labour. In 

addition to providing some or all of the household"s food needs, agriculture provides 

income for fanners and fam1 labourers. enabling access to food. water, land, 

information and education, and health related services- in short, enabling nutrition 

and good health. But agricultural labour can also affect the household's nutritional 

status adversely, both through high expenditure of energy and by usurping time that 

might be spent on chi ldeare, food preparation, and other nutrition-related activities

or, if inefficiently utilised, detracting from more rewarding income-generating 

activities. Finally, agricultural labour exposes producers to a range of occupational 

health hazards, such as accidents. diseases. and poisoning from pesticides (Asenso

Okyere et al, 2011 ). 
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In contrast to the above work on the effect of illnesses on productivity, the impact o f 

employment patterns on health appears to have rece ived little attention. The shift to 

non-permanent employment is, however, likely to have resulted in a rise in ill health. 

Non-permanent labour has been excluded from environmental improvements, or 

legislated minimum s tandards ex ist, seasonal labour has had the poorest housing 

(Beckford, 1972); for details on Antigua, see Kawalewski, 1982; on the Dominican 

Republic, see Sajhau, 1986; on Chile, see Loveman, 1976). Hence. despite lega l 

provisions in India. a 1984 Ministry of Labour study pointed to the continuedt 

presence of sub-standard housing. In the Indian tea industry, price stagnation and 

shortage of bui lding materials were blamed for poor housing ( ircar et al., 1985). 

In Latin America. seasonal workers "shared cramped quarters without adequate 

sanitary installations and were sometimes housed in sheds normally used for storing 

equ ipment or crops" (Sajhau. 1986). Investment to improve the quality of workers' 

housing in Sri Lanka, seen as necessary to minimise the risk o f desertion. have only 

benefited permanent workers; seasonal labourers cont inue to live in overcrowded 

transi t camps (de Si lva, 1985; S ircar et at. , 1985). S imilarly. in African countries. 

improvements in housing have been targeted at permanent, semi-skilled and skilled 

rural labour (Sajhau, 1986). 

ln a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between seasonality in work and food 

intake in African and Asian peasants areas. Payne concluded that the burden of 

disease and undernourishment in the context of seasonal poverty .. increases the risk 

that some irreversible downward steps will be taken" (Payne in Biswas and Andersen, 

1985). 

Technological change has not improved the physical wellbeing of workers. The 

expansion of irrigation has increased the prevalence of bilharzias and ri ver blindness 

in many countries. Resurgence of malaria in Africa, Asia and Central America has at 

least in part, been attributed to the use of agro-chemicals on plantations. Increased 

mechanisation, irrigation and use of agro-chemicals have been associated with ri sing 

levels of occupational morbidity in Japan, Brazil , Mexico, Sri Lanka, Egypt. Ghana. 

Nigeria and Sudan (I LO, 1 982; Aidoo, 1982; Laure II, 1981 and Goldfarb, 1981 ). 
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2.2.6 The economic impact of ill health on plantations 

Periodic research on the effects of fann workers illness on economic productivity 

perhaps, reflects employer interests in ide ntifying the diseases that reduce 

productivity in order to target their control (Loewenson, 1984). Fenwick and 

Figenshon (1972) found differences in productivity of 3-5 percent between workers 

infected with bilharzias and non-infected workers, while Baldwin and Wesibrod 

( 1974) found declines in labour productivity associated with parasitic diseases. Losses 

in productivity of up to 20 percent due to common parasitic, viral and bacterial 

infections were noted by Basta and Churchi ll in Indonesia ( 1974), by Griffith et al., 

( 1971) in Thai rice production. in Sudanese cane cutters (Brandt. 1985) and cotton 

plantations (Leisinger, 1984), in the Philippines and in Guatemala (Brandt. 1985). 

These findings generally led to targeted interventions by company health services. 

such as administeri ng anti-parasitic remedies. Improving the living environment was 

not part of the "therapy''. 

Studies in advanced capitalist countries ·have indicated that suicide, mental ill health 

and stress-related behaviours are a product of unemployment (Westcott. 1985). In 

underdeveloped economies. where information systems are poorer and poverty 

greater. little information exists on the unemployed, who have tended to disappear 

from the focus of data coll ection. The pressure of employment has made workers to 

orten ignore illness. particularly during periods of intense seasonal labour. As a 

medical witness addressing a United State Senate committee investigating farm labour 

puts it: Most of the people live constantly on the brink o f med ical disaster, hoping that 

the symptoms they have or the pain they feel will prove transient or can somehow be 

survived. for they know that no help is available to them (Goldfarb. 181 ). 

Apart from these scattered findings and seasonal changes in both employment and 

illness noted earlier, there are formidable gaps in our understanding of how current 

economic trends and employment patterns are affecting the rural working class in 

terms of food security. living conditions and patterns of ill heaJth. While accurate 

records exist o f the number of cotton bales marketed or the value of export sales from 

the sector, a vast number of rural workers are unmonitored and thei r social and 

economic conditions unmeasured (Loewenson, 1992). 
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Farmers use stronger concentrations of pesticides, with increased frequency of 

application, and they mix several pesticides together to combat pesticide resistance by 

pests (Chandrasekera et al. 1985; WRJ 1998). Due to lack of training, many farmers 

contract pesticide-related diseases (Antle and Pingali 1994). Farm workers may not 

use protective clothing o r equjpment, because they are not aware o f the dangers, the 

clothes are unavailable or unaffordable. or there are no regulations to enforce their 

use. Many of the negative health impacts resulting from pesticide use can be mitigated 

if protecti ve measures are taken and recon:mended methods are followed when., 

mixing and appl yi ng the chemicals. Consequences o f large-scale pesticide use include 

hormone di sruption and immune suppression (Straube et al. 1999), damage to skin 

and eyes. and even death. Prolonged exposure to pesticides can cause chronic health 

problems: cardiopulmonary problems, neurological and hematological symptoms, and 

adverse dermal effects (Davies ct al, .1991 ). 

The United States boasts of having the cheapest food suppl y in the world available to 

its consumers. While this might be true on the surface, it comes at a cost. This cost 

can be measured in the poverty and misery that result from a ystem that legally 

allows exploitation o f those who produce the food. This cost often falls on the 

shoulders of farm workers who labour in the fields to provide the high quality, cheap 

foods we enj oy and boast about. The fact is that farm workers living in poverty 

subsidise food prices . It is an irony that those who labour to put food on our tables 

cannot themselves afford to buy the food, cheap as it is trumpeted to be. The 1960 

CBS documentary "Harvest of Shame", exposed to the Nation and the world. the 

deplorable and often inhumane conditions under which agricultural migrant workers 

laboured to bring food to American tables (Smith-Nonini. 1999). 

The years immediately following the exposure of the practices of exploitation saw 

improvements in the living and working conditions of migrant farm workers, largely 

through the efforts of the United Farm Workers of America, a California-based labour 

union representing the interests of farm workers. But by most accounts, the gains of the 

past decades have been lost and conditions of these workers have deteriorated, hidden 

from the public view in the fields, orchards and labour camps of the rural landscape. A 

report, recently released by the South African Human R ights Commission (SAHRC), 
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has highlighted the appalling conditions faced by South African farm workers 

(SAHRC. 2003). 

The report was the result of an inquiry launched by the S/\HRC in June 200 I, in 

response to an increasing number of reports of brutality towards farm workers, 

execrable working and living conditions on farms, child labour practi ces and the 

ongoing murder of farmers. The terms of re ference for the inqui ry included 

investigating the incidence of human rights violations in fann ing communi ties since 

1998; tenancy cond it ions; safety and security; economic and social ri ghts and the 
~ 

underlyi ng causes o f human rights violations. Public hearings were held in all of 

South Africa's prov inces, provid ing an o pportunity fo r farm dwellers to g ive evidence 

to the Commission ( AHRC, 2003). The final ised report was eventually released in 

late August and paints a grim picture of the South African countryside: brutal li ving 

and working conditions, frequent evictions and physical assau lts characteri se the lives 

of many farm workers. 

2.3 Reviews on Afri ca and Southern African Development Community (SADC) 

In some developing countries. including Cameroon. Gabon. Kenya. igeria. 

Tanzania, India, Sri-Lanka and in most Caribbean and Latin American countries. 

labour Jaws now fix minim um standards for housing. In other countries Indonesia. 

Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand, provision of adequate housing is by convention 

rather than by law and the outcome is fixed by collective ba rga ining agreements. Even 

where minimum standards are legislated, housing condi tions are poor. panicularly for 

seasonal labour. Seasona l workers in Latin America were reported to "share cramped 

quarters without adequate sanitary installations. sometimes housed in sheds normall y 

used for storing equipment or crops' ' (Sajhau, 1986). 

The famil y or an adu lt individual occupie a social and economic position in relation 

to other members of the society. This positio n could be high or low depending on the 

possession and non-possession of those socio-economic status indicators adjudged 

important by members of the society. According to Chapin ( 1933) as cited by Rogers 

(1983). Akinola and Patel ( 1987), Tubbs ( 1988). Onwueme and Ugbor ( 1994). 

Akinbile (2007), and Marriage and Family Encycyclopedia (20 10). socio-economic 
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status was the position an individual occupies in a society with respect to the amount 

of cultural possession, effective income, material possession, prestige and social 

participation. It impl ied the two dimensions of social and economic inequal ity. 

The terms socio-economic status and social stratification are often used 

interchangeabl y. However, it should be understood that social stratification is an 

empirical process which leads to assignment of socio-economic statuses to members 

of a society (Ovwigho, 20 II). 

Otite and Ogionwo ( 1979), and Ekong (2003) stated that social stratification was an 

unequal distribution o f members of human societies into available social positions. 

They maintained that the criteria for social stratification included authority. power 

(democratic and mili tary), ownership of property in relation to the means of 

production and control over land, income (amount, type and sources). consumption 

pattern and styles of life. occupation or ski ll, education and wisdom, morality. place 

in high society. kinship connections and ancestry (inherited position), associational 

ties and connections, ethnicity. states. religion and race (Ovwigho, 20 II ). 

The family is the main unit of any socia l stratification. Goode ( 1974) notes that it is 

the family that is ranked in the class structure and not the individual. Socio-economic 

status scales are important in the stratification of human societies. They equally serve 

as useful tools in evaluating changes resulting from development intervention 

programmes. Many rural development intervention programmes have been 

implemented m igeria without the in-built monitoring and evaluation instrument. 

This s ituation has resulted in the fai lure of many of the development intervention 

programmes. Many researchers shy away from constructing evaluation devices 

particularly socio-economic status scales because of the apparent difficulties and lack 

of technical know-how. According to Akinola and Pate l ( 1987), very few studies have 

been carried out in the area of socio economic status scaling in Nigeria. This s ituation 

has persisted over the years. The two major studies in the area of socio-economic 

status scale construction in Nigeria were the socio-economic status scale constructed 

by Akinola and Patel ( 1987), and Akinbi le (2007). Socio-economic status 

measurement is an empirical procedure which should be devoid of subjective 

measures. 
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The measurement scale adopted by · Lundberg ( 1940) in measuring socio-economic 

status was rather. subjective. He makes use of a s ix-point rating scale to measure the 

socio-economic status of 219 homes in a village community in England. The six-point 

rating scale consisted: 

Upper Class ---- Upper part 

2 Lower part 

Middle Class - - -- 3 Upper part 

4 Lower part. 

Lower Class - - -- 5 Upper part 

6 Lower part 

The results obtained were compared with Chapin social status scale. Gupta (2005) 

states that measures of a social fact, phenomenon and psychological facts are often 

difficult and the outcome viewed subjectively. lt is possible to develop an empirical 

instrument for the measurement of socio-economic status. The present study is aimed 

at constructing a socio-economic status scale from the socio-economic status indexes 

developed by Ovwigho (2009) for rural farm fami lies in the north agricultural zone of 

Delta, Nigeria. The specific objectives. therefore, were to: 

i. standardise validated socio-economic status indicators into a scale; 

ii. determine the construct and concurrent validity of the scale; and 

iii. ascertain the reliability of the scale. 

Socio-economic status (SES) is the position that an individual or family occupies with 

reference to the prevailing average s tandards of cu ltural possessions. effective 

income, material possessions and participation in the group activities of the 

community (Akinbi le. 2007). 

Wilson ( 1985) describes ES as a classification of individual, household or family 

according to occupation, income. education or some other indicators of social status. 

Patel and Anthonio ( 1974) in their work on SES, posit that SES greatly influence the 

social behaviour of rural people that it is necessary to be able to identi fy and control 

those variables that indicate SES, especially in studies where other aspects of social 

behaviour are studied. 
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Reddy and Smith (1973) posit that people with higher SES are much more likely to 

become involved in voluntary actions than lower status people. This is of major 

importance in extension programmes as. for it to be successful, it must start where the 

people are. Thus, in the field of agricu ltural extension, status plays an important ro le 

in the understandiag of clienteles and planning of development concerns. For this 

reason, Guamachia et aJ. ( 1998) argued that a major factor affecting adoption of 

innovative economic strategies is SES. which is more important as a predictor than 

worldview and attitude towards change. They further posit that development proj ects 

need to assess socio-economic differentiatio~ within a community as a major factor i~ 

understanding the response of different sectors of the economy to attempted 

interventions. T his claim is corroborated by Okuneye ( 1992). The indicators of SE . 

according to Sender and Smith (1990). change with time and among various groups of 

people. SES can be as varied as the people's perception of their status, and thi s 

change accordingly. 

The goods wh ich people strive to acqUire as soon as they could possibly afford, 

change with time, hence the indicators of SES change as those needs change. Among 

Tanzanian farmers, Sender and Smith ( 1990) discovered that crop type cultivated was 

an indicato r of difference in SES among farmers. They found that the farmers with 

high SES engaged their land more in the production of coffee and tea. while those on 

the lower level of the rung were more into maize and cassava production. Thus, the 

dynamics of change wruch is continuous in every society makes it imperati ve to 

consider the s ignificant changes that have taken place on the indicators of socio

economic status of farm families thro ugh the development and standardisation of a 

more current scale so that attempt to measure SES of farm families in contemporary 

dime will be more valid and reliable. A valid understanding of the ES of farmers will 

accelerate prospects of dissem inating and retrieving agricultural messages (Akinbile, 

2007). 

This is because data on SES, which is latent in influencing changes along the li nes of 

size of farm holding, patterns of investment and consumption trends have been 

neglected, unl ike is the case with data on crop yield patterns, input use and land area 

cultivated. These have consequentl y resulted in po licy conc lusions that are at variance 

with the needs of the population or spatially adequate to meet people's needs. There is 
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thus the need to bridge the gap, as well as establish dependable database on whjch 

further data can be generated (Akinbile, 2007). 

Depleuch et al. (2002) stated that SES scales are developed by computing a weighted 

sum of socio-economic characteristics of persons with given occupation, education, 

and usually income. However, Patel ( 1987) reports the use of either s ingle factor 

indices (which is rarely used as a valid SES measure) or the multiple factor indices 

which include the summation of scores obtruned from cultural possession, material 

possession and participation in group activities. It is di scovered that previous e ffort,$ 

to measure SES of fa rmers in South Western Nigeria were standardi sed on the basis 

of indicators that were valid at the period (Patel and Anthonio. 1974: Ladele. 1990). 

Most of the indicators are no longer vaJ id for assessing the socio-economic status of 

farm families. hence the need to develop a standardised scale that will serve the need 

of the moment. It is important to note that elect ricity supply that is an issue in the 

contemporary s ituation, was not a s ignificant issue in many rural communities about 

30 years ago in the country. Also, ~he possess ion of gas lamps that was a valid 

indicator of SES about 30 years ago. is not an important possession in contemporary 

situation (Akinbile, 2007). 

Previous studies have demonstrated the relationship between the socio-economic 

characteri stics of farmers and thei r innovati veness (Patel and Anthonio. 1974; Ladele, 

1990; Akinbi le 1997). Thus. the higher a fa rmer' s social status. the better rus adoption 

behaviour tends to be when compared with o ther farmers. It thus suggests that 

extension agents a nd other community development workers. as well as rural 

sociologists. would be more successful in their efforts if the socio-economic status of 

farmers are determined and those with appropriate innovativeness are used in the 

diffusion of innovations (Akinbile, 2007). 

The ability to identify and utilise rural dwellers with relatively higher socio-economic 

status in the early stages of the diffusion process wil l help in achieving rugh level of 

adoption of recommended innovations. This will be possible if valid scale for the 

measurement of soc ioeconomic status is available. The question that arises is thu 

how to construct and standardise a scale to measure the soc io-economic s tatus of farm 
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fami li es in South Western Nigeria that will satisfy the needs of the moment (Akinbile, 

2007). 

Patel and Anthonio (1974) and Middleton (2002) submit that the differences in 

socioeconomic status affect the social behaviour of rural people. which suggests the 

need to understand the social behaviours by measuring their socio-economic status. It 

is therefore necessary that proper ingenuity is brought to bear to develop appropriate 

scale for the measurement of the socio-economic status of farm families. This is 

important to aid the adoption of innova~ions in efforts at achieving improvetl 

agricultural production so that the nation can progress towards achieving the much 

desired food security. This becomes important as peasant farmers who permeate the 

farm families in rural communities in the study area. produce the bulk of food 

consumed in the country (Okunmadewa, 1999). 

2.3.1 Working, living and health conditions 

Most farm workers in addition to their income, receive benefits from farm owners 

such as free access to accommodation and water. with the conditions of 

accommodation and also the type of sanitation varying g reatl y between fa rms. On 

some farms, however. farm workers had to pay for accommodation. On most of the 

farms. farm workers were able to buy subsidised food such as fresh milk , meat, maize 

meal, eggs. poultry o r vegetables from the farm owner. depending on the type of 

farming. Education levels of fa rm workers were very low, wi th the majo rity of ad ul ts 

having education be low or up to grade four. Education facilities fo r children on farm 

schoo ls are limited to grade seven ( Kruger et al.. 2006). 

Capita li st plantation agriculture produces some of the most profound examples of 

labour poverty. While harvests yie ld mountains of grain. workers and their families 

are malnourished and hungry. The labour that picks the cotton from which new 

fashions are sty led, is clo thed in tattered and threadbare garments. Workers herding 

cattle on ex tensive ranches have no t tasted meat for years. T he picture drawn from the 

many and varied fragments of information on agricultural workers· condition gives a 

consistent account of physical , mental and social impoverishment (Loewenson. 1992). 
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Turshen (1987) stated that with the introduction of plantation agriculture, extremely 

low wages, poor li ving environmenrs and the lack of social benefits have frequently 

raised the incidence of malnutrition and communicable diseases. In addition. the 

introduction of new, often non-food crop species displaced cl imatically adapted, more 

nutritious peasant food crops. Famines coincided both with climatic variations and 

specific economic and po litical cycles, such as the East African famine of 1928-35, 

ari sing out of the international and national depression of the 1930s. 

Kruger et a l., (2006) conclude that another reason tor concern was the conditions o{ 

residence on farms, which is linked to employment. When farm workers retire. they 

often lose the ri ght to stay on the farm and therefore, lose security of residence. The 

same applies to relatives of farm workers. If a farm worker dies, his widow and 

children often have to leave the farm. if none of them is employed on the farm. 

Kruger et al.. (2006) stated that respondents also expressed concern with regard to 

access and avai labi lity of accommodation elsewhere. Furthermore, distance to towns 

and shops and lack of transport are frequently highlighted. which limits farm workers 

to buying food in the more expensive cafe 's and smaller shops that arc available on or 

around the farms. T his constrains access to and avai labi lity of food and negatively 

impacts on household food security. 

( 'hihalo labour in Mozambique suffered amongst the most gruelling conditions. They 

were entitled to neither food nor lodging. received little or no pay and were subjected 

to repeated physical abuses. Women, although legally exempt from Chibalo. were 

commonly recrui ted as young as fifteen years old and even when they were pregnant. 

Breastfeeding women were also forced to work (lsaacman and lsaacman, 1983). 

C hibalo workers lived on diets such as porridge and red ants and rudimentary housing 

was provided on only the largest estates. Despite the enormous expansion of 

plantation wealth, conditions have changed only slightl y over the decades. 

2.4 Agriculture sector in South Africa 

2.4.1 Review on South Africa 

The South Afri can Agricultural Plantation and Allied Workers Union say the rights 

guaranteed by the country 's constitution are meaningless fo r farm workers due to the 
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conditions under which they live and work. " Farm workers are an extremely 

vulnerable workjng class in our society" (SAPA, 2002). 

"Farm workers· dependency on farmers for employment, accommodation and 

transport... makes· it difficult for them to enforce their rights against abuse ... ," the 

union project coordinator. Bheki Hlatswayo, told the Human Rights Commission. He 

indicates very few farmers have contracts of employment and have to work long 

hours without proper remuneration. The union accuses farmers of showing a 

"shameful disregard for the health and safety" of farm workers by only providint 

them with unpurified water pumped from a dam. ''Generally, most of the farms and 

estates do not have sanitation wi th running water... as a result, people have 

transmitted diseases'' (SAPA. 2002). 

The union affirms that the safety and security of farm workers is a big area of concern 

because they do not receive protection from the police and magistrates. unlike white 

fanners. Workers are still treated as though they ·'lived in the apartheid area'· and 

receive little or no protection from · the police. In contrast to this, the farmers' 

organisation. Agri-Gauteng. an affi liate of Agri-SA, say studies have shown that less 

than two percent of farm workers polled in a survey in the Free State and North West 

are unhappy with their working and living conditions. A subsequent study conducted 

in KwaZulu- 'atal. showed a similar trend (Wegerif. 2007). 

Wegerif (2007) states that Agri-Gauteng and its 134 members are in favour of labour 

legislation being extended to include farm workers. The organisation is doing 

everything in their power to ensure that its members treat their labourers fairly and 

that it would act against them if contraventions and incidents of abuse were reported. 

Agri-Gauteng chairperson. Rjann van Wyk, expressed concern over the high incident 

of farm attacks. " fn addition to the human suffering that crime and violence have 

caused to those who work in and depend on the agricultural sector, the economic cost 

of crime in tills sector is immense and totally unacceptable. After a farm murder is 

committed it takes up to 18 months for that farm to come into production again" Van 

Wyk points out (Wegerif, 2007). 
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2.4.2 Farm labour market 

The market for fa rm labour is a highl y flexible one. This fl exibility is in terms of low 

and arbitrarily set wages, limited worker organisation, great flex ibi li ty (both upwards 

and downwards) i n work ing time, task flexibi lity, and virtuall y no barriers to 

discretionary firing of workers. According to neo-liberal prescriptions, these 

characteristi cs should have made farm work a source of fantastic employment growth. 

Instead. low wages and unregulated labour relations have prevailed a longside 

dramatic job losses in the agricul tural sector over a peri od of time (Dinkele et a! . 

1979). 

As the Department o f Labour po inted out earlier this year. employment in the 

agricultural sector fe ll by almost I 0% since 1989 despite thi s sector being exempt 

from virtua lly a ll major labour laws until 1995. The few scandalous incidents of abuse 

o f fann workers picked up by the media are just the tip of the iceberg, and are 

manifestations o f the deep-rooted vulnerabi lity and explo itation of farm workers 

There are estimated to be close to a million paid agricultu ral employees in the formal 

agricultural sector. o f which about two thirds are full-time employees and the 

remainder casual and seasonal workers. [n addition, there are many more 

undocumented workers. subsistence farmers. labour tenants. and dependent family 

members. Fam1 workers are amongst the poorest and most oppressed segments of the 

labour market. and thi s sector is thus one o f the prio rities fo r comprehensive 

transformation (Oinke le ct al, 1979). 

The rest o f the time. it is left fa llow to regain its natural vegetation and fe rtility. How 

wo uld it be poss ible to farm the land during its fallow years as well? And without 

enough farm labourers (Dinkele et al., 1 979). Rural wome n play multiple ro les in the 

world 's agricul tural systems. They may be mothers. housekeepers, wage labourers, 

agri cultural processors, market women. and entrepreneurs as we ll as agricultural 

producers. Most rural women make constant tradeoffs in allocating labour time and 

producti ve resources amo ng the ir roles and obligations (Monson and Ka lb, 1985). 

The primary goal o f a minimum wage should be to add ress inequalities within the 

agricultural sector. To thi s end, the min imum wage has to be accompanied by 

enforcement of basic conditions of employment, including programmes such as 
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Unemployment Insurance Fund (UfF) and other measures, to protect the interests of 

women, who consistently earn less than men, and who are less likely to be employed 

as permanent workers (Department of Labour. 200 l ). The introduction of a minimum 

wage and basic conditions of employment could contribute significantly to a rural 

development strategy to the extent that other programmes aimed at rural upli ftment 

accompany their introduction. 

Such other programmes include: 

The revised land reform programme o f the Departments of Land Affairs and t~ 

ational Department of Agriculture . Dissatisfaction with the pace of implementation 

has resulted in a redesigned system of grants. The new proposals aim to provide a 

more flexible, demand-driven and decentra lised programme. and to better 

accommodate the needs of new commercial farmers. Implementation. including the 

approval of grants, is to take place at the local rather than the national level. 

Local economic development initiatives as part of the integrated development 

planning responsibilities of the newly-constituted municipal ities in the third sphere of 

government in South A frica . Small business support programmes, largely the 

responsibility of the Centre fo r Small Business Promotion of the Department o f Trade 

and industry. The key agencies are Khula. which provides fi nancial ser ices to small 

businesses, ts ika, which plays an active ro le in support o f small business 

deve lopment and a network of smal l business support centres throughou t the country. 

Programmes to ensure access to rura l fi nancial services for small and emerging 

commercial activities throughout the agricu ltural supply chain. The key insti tution in 

this regard is the re focused Land Bank. Instruments such as the Step-up programme. 

the envisaged ·Land Bank Social Discount Product ' and conventional Land Bank 

parti cipation in the fi nancing of fa rmers. coope rati ves, etc (Department of Labour. 

2001 ). 

The refocusing of the Agricultural Research Council and the repositioning of 

institutions of higher education to better refl ect the technology development needs of 

the country. This includes spec ial research funding programmes of the Department of 

Trade and Industry (the THRIP programme) a imed at technology development, and of 

the National Research Foundation, that further the broader development objectives of 

South Africa. It also includes financial assistance to students of viticulture and 
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oenology at college, undergraduate and post-graduate level. The creation of the 

National Agricultural Marketing Council , which has been charged with the task, 

among others. of facilita ting access to market opportunities for new entrants in the 

farming sector. The export promotion programmes of the Department of Trade and 

Industry, partly admin istered by the Industrial Development Corporation. Th.is 

inc ludes financial assistance for export market development (e.g. financial support to 

visi t potential markets and to design and produce promotional material) and proj ect 

finance at concessionary terms for the expansion of exportable production from the 

I DC (Department of Labour, 200 I ). ; 

Vari ous national and provincial level initiatives to promote fore ign and domestic 

tourism. The new Water Act and especially the provisions made therei n for 

preferential access to irrigation water fo r small farmers. Health policies, aimed at 

redressing the imbalance between preventative and curative health services de li very 

and improving access to health serv ices, especially for the rural poor. Social po licies, 

including welfare. housing. youth. gender and recreation fo r the people. Finall y, the 

question has to be asked whether a minimum wage, accompanied by basic conditions 

of employment. is the best instrument for achieving these goals (Department of 

Labour, 200 I). 

Ind igenous people in South Africa were systematica ll y d ispossessed through 

colonisation and apartheid. This saw many trapped in a n exploitative labour system as 

migrant workers. fa rm workers and labour tenants. The experi ences of dispossession 

for South Africans are common in some ways but di fferent in many other ways, due 

to peoples' status in a society based on race, class and gender. Regardless of the 

experience of dispossession. however. it can be safely said that the apartheid system 

turned ind igenous and A frican landowners into la bour tenants and farm occupiers. It 

is therefore imperati ve that initiatives that exist to redress hi storic land inj ustices and 

the provision of basic needs, make a particular effort regarding the plight of farm 

dwellers (Ndle la, 2006). 

Ndlela (2006) elaborated that farm dwellers were stripped of their land rights. Most 

provided cheap labour to colonial masters and the work that they were expected to do 

was overwhelming and d raining. They were a lso moved rrom farm to farm to provide 
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labour. Those that could not provide labour because of health problems, old age or 

any other reason, were evicted from farms and sent to the homelands or reserves. In 

many cases, farm dwellers were allowed to bury thei r loved ones on farms, keep a few 

li vestock, and do some crop farming, but apart from these limited rights, they did not 

enjoy any form of security of tenure during the colonial and apartheid period. [n short. 

they lived at the mercy of the fam1 owners. 

The process of dispossession and impoverishment was systemically structured and 

driven by the state to ensure the dominance by its racial and economic partner i.~ 

commercial farming. The legislation that was passed to impose thi s dispossession is 

lengthy and complex. yet served to ensure that indigenous people living on the land 

were tied into an emerging inequ itable economy as labourers and nothing else 

(Ndlela, 2006). 

Some of the Historic Land Laws in South Africa 

Locations Acts of 1869, 1876. 1884 Glen Grey Act 30 of 1899. Land Act of 19 13, 

The Group Areas Act (Act 41 of 1951} Black Administrations Act. The ativcs Re

Settlement Act (Act 19 of 1954). The Nati ve Trust and Land Act. later Development 

Trust and Land Act (The ew Land Laws of outh Africa Legal Resources Centre. 

2003). 

Redressing the inequalities of the past 

On 27 Apri l 1994, South Africa was fundamentall y transfonned. People were jubilant 

at the change and the promise it brought for a new life. I lopes were high for the 

delivery of basic services and infrastructure to the bulk of population - including 

farm dwellers. T hese high hopes were strengthened by the urgency or new 

government policies e.g. the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). the 

release of the Integrated Sustainable Rural Development (I SRO) document in 2000 

and also by the new government's will ingness to decentralise its programmes to all 

spheres of governance (Ndlela, 2006). 

Regarding farm dwellers in particular. two key pieces of legislation were passed: the 

Extension of Security Tenure Act. 62 of 1997 (ESTA) and Labour Tenure Act. 3 of 
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1996 (L T A). The prime object of these laws was to regulate the relationship between 

landowners and farm dwellers on privately owned (agricultural) land, prevent illegal 

evictions. and make provision for the acquisition of land by farm dwellers. When 

these laws were passed, landowners realised that their powers were being tampered 

with, and started evicting fann dwe llers in numbers. Different strategies were used to 

do thi s: ending farm workers' employment, converting the farm into game reserves or 

touri sm ventures, forcing farm dwellers to reduce their li vestock, denying farm 

dwe llers the right to bury on farms. and denying farm dwellers the ri ght of access to 
tl 

clean water (Ndlela, 2006). 

2.4.3 Education department 

The Education Department informed the !Iuman Rights Commission (HRC) that there 

was a huge backlog with providing decent education to rural areas. The department' s 

Len Davids said it was difficult to find qualified teachers to teach in rural and farm 

schools and the di stances children had to travel to get to schools also presented a 

major problem. He said the department was working on the various problems in an 

attempt to suppl y children in rural farming communities with adequate and quality 

schooling. Fem ale fa rm workers are some of the most disadvantaged and vulnerable 

people in today's South Africa. Despite current protecti ve legislation for agricultural 

workers, wages are no t sufficient for people to survive in the face of new challenges. 

such as ris ing food prices and precarious housing and living conditions. Female fann 

workers do not have a representati ve organisation through which to demand their 

rights from employers or the government. particularly with regard to women workers 

(SA PA. 2002). 

Sikhula Sonke which means ·we grow together', is a trade union set up to improve the 

living and working conditions of female farm workers by building and strengthening 

the organisation. Sikhula Sonke aims at taking up workers · issues as we ll as gender 

issues and is building strong leadership structures. organis ing collective campaigns 

and negotiations, expanding into new areas and provinces, and ensuring national and 

international a lliances are built to make the position o f women agricultural workers 

vi sible. War on Want supports Sikhula Sonke' struggle for female farm workers ' 

rights 
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2.4.4 New laws to protect farm workers 

Before 1994, there were no real laws governing the working and/or li ving conditions 

of farm workers a nd dwellers. The post-apartheid era has seen a host of laws 

introduced specifically aimed at protecting the rights of these vulnerable 

communities. However. farmer backlash to the introduction of these laws have been 

severe. There was an unprecedented spate of farm workers evictions in the run up to 

the introduction of a law aimed at enhanci11g tenure security fc•r farm worke rs. TIUs 

trend continues alongside the trend towards casual labour. Despite an ex tensive 

system of subsidies to farmers towards the social developmenrt and labour costs of 

farm workers .. most farmers now see the investment in social development as the 

exclusive responsibility of the state (Isaacs. 2003). 

Despite all thte new laws that are supposed to govern the employment relationship 

between farmer and farm worker. it is the historical unwritten rul,es of slavery that sti ll 

largely define the interactions even today. While these laws arc unwri tten, there is a 

clear. shared unders tanding between worker and farmer about what these rules entai l. 

Because of th is. the nature of di sputes remains highl y personali sed. In citing reasons 

for confl ict\: ith farm workers, farmers show no hesitation in describing farm worker 

as lazy. no-go,od, drunkards. thieving. etc. (Isaacs. 2003). 

On the positive side. from those of us working directly with farm workers. there is a 

sense of increasing surfacing of the problems and a growing tension on the farmlands. 

Farmers complain that farm workers have become more problematic in recent times. 

However, the increase of visible conflict between farmer and wo rkers should be seen 

as an indicato r of the growing rights awareness and confidence of workers. Most 

confrontations do not lead to v ictories given the range of obstacltes faced by workers. 

The mere fact that these fights are happening should be read as very slow relocation 

of farm worke rs as subject in the farming uni verse, to c itizens in a constitutional 

democracy. Even in the face of a plethora of labour and tenure laws aimed at 

protecting the rights of farm dwelle rs, conditions remain much th•e same and farm life 

continues to be characterised by an extreme power imbalance between the 

commercial wlhite farmers, and the wo rk force. Despite a ll the lllndoubted ly positive 
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developments in South Africa, women who live and work on farms still suffer 

precarious livelihoods of profound insecurity and are likely to continue to do so for 

the foreseeable future ( Isaacs. 2003). 

When the survivors of the mandamientos stragg le back to their home communities 

exhausted and infected by malaria. intestinal parasite and chest infections, many were 

too weak to work their subsistence plots or undertake the long journeys necessary for 

trade (McCreery, 1986). Within Southern Africa, by the 1920s, capitalist exploitation 

of labour was most sophisticated in South Africa. Research was carried out to find th~ 

minimum health measures possible for maximum profits. Colonial administrators 

from as far nonh as Tanzania. visited South Africa to observe the nature of health care 

and other social inputs in order to follow that example. Racial segregation and huge 

class disparities in social service provision became a characteris tic feature of the 

whole region (Kaniki. 1979). 

2.4.5 Human and environmental factors relating to safe ty 

Iluman error is usuall y a major factor in the cause of accide nts. Tiredness. not paying 

attention. and using poor judgement are frequent causes of accidents that involve 

an imals. People younger than 25 and older than 64 have more accidents on the farm 

than people between the ages of 25 and 64. Farming is an occupation in which 

children are likely to be in the work area. The ir curiosity and lack or experience can 

easily lead them into situations where they may get hurt. As people grow o lder, they 

tend to lose some of their strength and agility. They may have poorer balance and 

failing vision. This may cause them to have more accidents around animals. 

Sometimes, workers are not prope rl y instructed in handl ing animals. This can also 

result in accidents involvi ng livestock (Gillespie. 2004). 

A worker who does not fee l we ll may be more likely to have an accident. Sometimes, 

people are in a hurry to get the job done. This can lead to mistakes in judgement that 

cause accidents. Long hours of work during a day are often common in farm 

operations. Being tired increases the chance of having an accident. Workers, who fail 

to use personal protective equipment in dangerous environments, are more likely to be 

injured than those in livestock operations. These include s li ppery floors, manure pits, 
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corrals, dusty feed areas, silos, automatic feeding equipment, and confinement 

livestock buildings (Gi llespie, 2004}. 

Many confinement livestock buildings have a manure storage pit that is cleaned out 

only a few times a .year. If the building is not properly venti Ia ted. the pit gases can kill 

workers and livestock. Vent pipes must be instal led properly. Improperly installed 

vent pipes may allow gas fumes to be recycled into the building, which can cause 

illnesses and possible deaths. A standby source of electrical power is recommended 

for modern livestock farms. This is esjpecia~ly important for farm s with confinemeo.t 

livestock buildings. If pit fans do not operate because of an electrical power failure. a 

build-up of toxic gases can result. An emergency source of power can be a life-saving 

measure should this sanitation occur (Gi llespie, 2004). 

The number of mainly black workers 'evicted from farms has increased since South 

Africa's democratic era began in 1994 .. primari ly due to perceptions of political and 

economic ri sk (Wegerif, 2007).Accordi ng to the National Evictions Survey conducted 

by the Nkuzi Development Association and Social Surveys. under 1.7 million people 

were evicted from farms in the period bt;!tween 1994 and the end of2004. compared to 

942,000 in the previous decade. Wegerif. (2007) told lRIN that in tcnns of the manner 

in which people were booted off the land. "nothing has changed since the end of the 

apartheid era". Only I percent of those evicted from farms were involved in a legal 

process challenging thei r evictions. ··south Africa is trying to implement a land 

reform programme [with a focus on la nd redistribution. restitution and security of 

tenure] ... yet 15 percent of adults evicted from fam1 s had been born on them. whi le 

o er 50 percent had been on the farm for over I 0 years,"(Wegerif, 2007) noted. Those 

dispossessed - mainly black and mixed-race labourers - were not transient workers. 

"Many of those uprooted by evictions arc families with long histories on the land." the 

report indicated. the very people who should benefit from land refonn. 

Wegerif (2007) pointed out that the survey indicated that the rate of evictions rose in 

periods of perceived "political uncertainty", such as when South Africa held its first 

democratic elections in 1994. Economic risks, including drought during 1982-84 and 

again in 1992, and the introduction of new labour legislation in 2003 that increased 

the minimum wage for farm workers, also resulted in increased evictions. In the post

apartheid period, the average monthly income of a full-time male farm worker is just 
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R529 (US $81), well below the minimum wage of $100-$1 24. although higher than 

the apartheid average of R93 ($14) · 

Of the evictees, "women and children are the most vulnerable, as they are treated by 

landowners and the courts as secondary occupiers allowed on a farm only due to their 

link with a male household member". Some 46,748 ev icted children were also 

"involved in child labour when still living on farms". but the report maintains that 

"this number [of child labourers] did drop after 1994". The largest number of child 

evictions from farms - 71 percent - occun;ed during the apartheid era. The repol't 

indicates that evictees "are vulnerable members of our society, typically having low 

leve ls of educat ion and low incomes. even when working". They are often unaware of 

their rights and even less aware of where to seek assistance (Wegerif. 2007). 

2.4.6 Impact of ev ictions 

As a resu lt. the impact of eviction was often "devastating". "Families who lose their 

homes; people who had li vestock on fam1s they were evicted from, and those who 

were growing maize and so on. lose their assets - it seems like we are forcefully 

removing black farmers from the land, as a signi ficant percentage [of evictees] had 

their own agricultural assets. such as livestock,"(Wegerif, 2007). He adds that 

"clearly, not every black person wants or needs to be a fanner. bu t these are people 

who are farming in their own right. as well as working for lfarm owners] and they are 

being forced out of it". 

According to the survey. 44 percent of households had livestock pnor to being 

evicted, with j ust 9.3 percent able to retain their livestock after being evicted. 

Wegerif adds that "49 percent of those evicted from farms have been children. which 

is of great concern when you look at the rights of the child and the general 

vulnerabi lity of children". Farm evictions have also contributed to rapid urbanisation: 

67 percent of evictees have migrated to urban centres, mostly to towns and cities in 

the central Gauteng province or the east-coast province of KwaZulu-Natal. "Since 

1994, almost 1 million black people have been forced off 'white' farms," as mentioned 

in the report. The trend has consolidated apartheid-era geography, in which the 

separation of race groups was a k.ey element. Forty-e ight percent of evictees lived in 
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townships constructed to house black people during apartheid, 30 percent in informal 

settlements. and 14 percent in under-privileged former black 'homelands' created by 

the apartheid system. 

"There is currently no provision or planning for the proper accommodation of people 

from farms; there are almost no planned settlements for farm-dwellers in farming 

areas," the report highlights .The study concl uded that "evictions have ·undermined the 

limited gains of land reforms. and contributed to consolidating ownership of farmland 
~· 

into fewer hands". South Africa did not have·an effective programme to limit the scale 

of evictions. or to ensure viable settlements for those displaced from farms. "Urgent 

policy and programme steps are needed to reverse the trend and establi sh new 

relations in commercial farming areas" (Wegerif. 2007). 

2.4. 7 Concept of job characteristics 

Farm workers arc the most vulnerable section of the South African working class and 

although there are a number of measures such as legislation that have been put in 

place to protect them. the majority are not enjoying better wages. improved and fair 

conditions of employment (Gabara, 201 0). 

2.4.8 Review of cases of job characteristics and socio-economic status of farm 

workers 

lt is a fact that working conditions for many farm workers sti ll remain far from ideal. 

President Jacob Zuma indicated at the National Farm Workers Summit (Zuma. 201 0). 

"Reports state that long and unpaid working hours are still a nom1. Most of the 

workers do not have any kind of insurance. including Unemployment Insurance Fund. 

which means their future is not secure," said the Pres ident. He said farm workers do 

not have the opportunity and means to organise themselves, which means that they 

have very weak bargaining power. "The status and conditions of women and children 

on the farms also needs attention. Since tnis sector is often isolated, it takes long 

before practices such as child labour are uncovered, which calls fo r vigilance by 

government and non-governmental o rganisations," (Zuma 20 I 0). 
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Zuma (20 I 0) urged farm owners and the entire agricultural sector to engage actively 

with farm workers to ensure that they also enjoy their basic rights. "We must agree as 

farm owners, farm workers, government, labour and others that the Bill of Rights in 

the Constitution, especially provisions such as the right to human dignity, also applies 

to farm workers. Zuma (20 10) further affirms ''We must commit to work actively with 

fann workers to ensure that they enjoy these rights. They have the ri ght to basic 

services, education, hea lth, social security and a host of others". Zuma said farm 

owners should know that farm workers have rights to pens ions, social grants and all 

social security measures that the State provides to qualify ing citizens. "We will knoW 

that we have ach ieved a lot as a democratic and progressive society, when fa rm 

workers enjoy these rights full y. 

"As government. our action plan involves the implementation of a comprehensive 

rural development strategy, linked to land and agrari an reform," said. The strategy 

links the improvement of the conditions of farm workers and farm-dwellers with the 

need to build the potential for rural sustainable li velihoods. He said the Department of 

Rura l Development and Land Reform indicates hi s gove rnment's seriousness in 

ensuring an intense focus on rural development. "We are also mainstreaming the 

focus on rural areas. It must not on ly be the Department of Rural Development and 

Land Reform that sees rural areas as its responsibility (Zuma. 201 0). 

It is also a sector where workers are not unionised and it is our experience that where 

workers are not unionized, they cannot bargain or negotiate for inflation related 

salaries. Yes, farmers do pay farm workers a minimum wage and there arc still many 

farme rs who do not pay their workers a minimum wage. But. we arc asking ourselves 

if a minimum wage is suffic ient or if we should now start negotiating inflation related 

increases in salari es. We are discussing this with Congress of South African Trade 

Union (COSATU) and o ther unions such as the National African Farmer"s Union 

(NAFU), Transvaal Agricultural Union (TAU) and Agri South Africa (Joe-Matta, 

201 0). 

The Limpopo premier, Mr Cassel Mathale, urged both fa rm owners and farm workers 

to work together to transfonn the province into the country's food basket. He was 

speaking during the provincial farm worker summit held at Forever Resorts in Bela

Bela on 13 May 20 10. The event, under the theme, "Towards a better life for 
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vulnerable workers," forms part of the national Department of Agriculture, Forestry 

and Fisheries' strategy to find ways of improving the welfare of all farm workers 

countrywide, including better steps to protect them. Mathale continued, ··we are 

trying by all means to improve the living conditions of farm workers. The issue of 

farm workers and the poor treatment they are rece iving has been publ icly 

acknowledged for many decades. Farm workers were one of the poorly treated groups 

in the country during apartheid (Kgatla, 20 I 0). 

They were often beaten, tortured , killed -and subjected to all forms of hurna11 

degradation and regarded as the property of farm owners, with no rights. They have 

the right to be treated with dignity and. mostly, they have the right to form and join 

trade unions and participate in the activities and programmes of the unions:· Through 

education. Mathale said. a child of a farm worker can become an engineer. an 

educator, an architect, a chartered accountant, a computer specialis t or a member of 

any other profession. ''The land redi stribution programme has been marked by a 

number of difficulties. The process of introducing a new approach in thi s regard has 

commenced and we trus t that the summit wi ll accelerate the process of indigenjsing 

the land (Kgatla, 20 I 0). 

The land given to farm workers as commercia l agricultura l land must be used as such. 

We have avai led programmes that are aimed at capacitating communities that have 

successfully claimed their land to continue with the fa rming business. The most 

important aspect that must be considered is that farming needs hard work. dedication 

and love:· concluded Mathale. Major challenges or problems facing farm workers in 

Limpopo include: Low wages; No leave or ho lidays fo r farm workers; Lack of 

training; Lack o f educational suppor1 ; Unsafe working conditions; No maternity 

leave ; Eviction of farm workers; Inappropriate clothing for farm workers: Child 

labour (Kgatla, 201 0) 

2.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter discussed the oppression laws of the past (apartheid era), reviews on 

literature by dif ferent authors that were duly acknowledged and farm workers' 
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summit held recently in South Africa. It hjghlighted the plight of farm workers in 

different countries, the living and working conditions of farm workers. 

3.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARC H METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes the process and method by which the study was conducted 

which include the area of study, sampling procedure, data coll ection and data 

analysis. 
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3.2 Area of study 

North West is a province of South Africa. Its capital is Mafikeng. The province is 

located to the west of the major population centre of Gauteng. 

North West was created after the end of Apartheid in 1994, and includes parts of the 

former Transvaal Province and Cape Province, as well as most of the former 

Bantustan of Bophuthatswana. It was recently the scene of political vio lence in 

Khutsong, Merafong City Local Munici palit~. Merafong has since been transfened tp 

Gauteng province. 

The current premier of North West province is Thandi Modise of the African National 

Congress; she is al so serving as the Deputy Secretary General o f the ANC. The Ngaka 

Modiri Molema District is the second largest di strict in North West, both in 

population and size. comprises of five local municipalities. namely Ditsobotla. 

Mafikeng, Ratlou, Tswaing and Ramotshere Moiloa. Central di strict is s ituated in the 

extreme not1 h-weste rn part of the orth West province and shares an international 

airport with Botswana. Pinky Ntibane .Rebccca Mokoto is the current executive mayor 

for Ngaka Modiri Molema, whi le Councilor Chris Jabanyane is the mayor for 

Mafikeng. 

Much of the province consists of flat areas of scattered trees and g rassland. The 

Magaliesberg mountain range in the northeast ex tends abo ut 130 km (about 80 miles) 

from Pretoria to Rustenburg. T he Vaal River flows along the southern border of the 

province. Temperatures range from 17° to 3 1 °C (62° to 88°F) in summer and from 3° 

to 2 1 °C (3 7° to 70°F) in winter. Annual rainfall totals about 360 mm (about 14 in), 

with almost all of it falling during the summer months. between October and April 

(Department ofTourism, 2004). 

The North West shares borders with the following dis tricts of Botswana: Kgatleng -

far northeast, South-East - northeast, Southern - north. Kgalagad i - northwest. 

Domestically, it shares borders w ith the following provinces: Limpopo - northeast, 

Gauteng - east, Free State - southeast. Northern Cape - southwest. North West 

province is traversed by the no rthwesterly line of equal latitude and longitude 
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(Department of Touri sm, 2004). The North West province has 4 district municipalities 

and 21 local municipalities. 

3.3 Economy 

The mainstay ofthe economy of the North West province is mining. which generates 

more than half of the province's gross domestic product and provides jobs for a 

quarter of its workforce. The chief minerals are gold, mined at Orkney and 

Klerksdorp; uranium, mined at Klerksdorp; platinum, mined at Rustenburg and Brits; 

and diamonds, mined at Lichtenburg, Christiana. and Bloemhof. The northern a~d 

western parts of the province have many sheep farms and cattle and game ranches. 

The eastern and southern parts are crop-growing regions that produce maize (corn), 

sunflowers, tobacco, cotton, and c itrus fruits. The entertainment and casino complex 

at Sun City and Lost City also contri butes to the provincial economy (Department of 

Tourism, 2004). 

The province has the lowest number of people aged 20 years and older (5 .9%) who 

have received higher education. The literacy rate is in the region o f 57%. The majority 

of the residents arc the Tswana people who speak Sctswana. Smaller groups include 

Afrikaans, Sotho, and Xhosa speaking people. English is spoken primarily as a second 

language. Most of the inhabitants are Christians. (Figures according to Census 2001 

released in July 2003). 

3.4 Education 

The province has two universities: the University of North West, formerly called the 

Un iversity of Bophuthatswana (founded in 1979). in Mmabatho; and Potchefstroom 

Univers ity for Cl1ristian Higher Education (founded in 1869; became a constituent 

college of the Un iversity of South Africa in 1921 and an independent university in 

1951 ). These two uni versities have been merged and now referred to as North West 

University. 

3.5 Sampling Frame 

The population of study is farm workers in the Mafikeng and Ramotshere Moiloa 

Municipalities. According to Statistics South Africa (2002), there were 5 349 farming 
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units (farms) in the North West province in 2002 and only 29 for Mmabatho (now 

referred to as Mafikeng). Eight farms i.e. three commercial farms and five communal 

farms were randomly selected (all the farm workers selected were black people). 

Number of workers in the selected farms differs from one to another. One Hundred 

farm workers were randomly selected and interviewed for th is study. 

3.6 Data collection 

Data were collected using a structured questionnaire made up of three sections as 
~ 

follows: personal characteristics. socio-economic status and job characteristics. The 

personal characteristics section consisted of twelve (12) variables such as age. gender. 

marital status. nationality, educational level, job category, job positions, type of 

employment. salary grade. religion. source of information and family size. The job 

characteristics section consisted of forty-seven ( 4 7) items with three scale type of 

Satisfactory (3). Moderately Satisfied (2) and ot Satisfied ( I). The last section was 

for socio-economic status with ninety-three (93) items and consists of three scale of 

Posse s (Yes), and Possess (No). and umber of those items posses. Socio-economic 

status comprised of three sub-sections with the first one focused on soc io-economic 

status of agricultural possession. the second on household possessions and the third on 

other utilities. 

3.7 Data analysis 

Data collected were sorted. coded and subjected to analysis using SP S. The 

percentages. mean and standard deviation were used to descri be data. The 

relationships between socio-economic status and personal characteristi cs were 

explained with multiple regression analysis. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 
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This chapter presents the results of data analysis of the study and is organised into 

three sub-sections namely; personal characteristics, socio-economic status 

(compressing of agricultural passion and other uti lities) and job characteri stics of farm 

workers described by mean and standard deviation. 

4.2 Findings on Personal Characteristics 

The majority of farm workers fall between 20-30 years age group, this may be as a 
~ 

result of high w1employment rate that the country is currently experiencing. 

Approximately 2% of farm workers are within 20 years and below age group, thi s 

may emanate from the fact that the majori ty of this age is sti ll at school and some are 

not permitted to work by legislation as a result of their age (underage). 

Kruger et al. (2006) concluded that employment is usually linked to men, while most 

women have access to casual jobs only. Males dominate the farming sector as farm 

worke rs as a result of the type of work associated with ' hard labour· . Females arc 

known to take care of the famil ies, as women are regarded as those who care for the 

house. 

This study shows that 70% of all agricultural workers are male. Fann workers are also 

relatively young, the ir average household size is relatively small , and the 

overwhelming majority are South African citizens and female farm workers are paid 

less than male. Tnis gender disparity exists despite the fact that females arc better 

educated than males. Pemales arc paid less because the tasks typically performed by 

them are viewed as less skilled. and because employers often choose to view male 

workers as 'permanent' whi le female are viewed as 'casual' workers whose 

employment is contracted via a male partner (Department of Labour. 200 I). 

Most of the respondents are not married, the figure of singles stands at 54%. and this 

may be due to the fact that most farm workers are between 20-30 years old while 27% 

of them are cohabiting as a result of testing each other's compatibility or saving 

money for lobo/a; with only 19% married. 
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Approximately 7% of farm workers are from the Republic of Zimbabwe. The collapse 

of agricu lture in Z imbabwe has led to the influx of skilled farm workers to South 

Africa and 93% of farm workers are South African c itizens due to the high rate of 

unemployment, most South African citizens have no other option but to look for job 

elsewhere and working on the fa rm is no exception. 

Almost 28% of the population aged 20 years and o lder have completed at least 

secondary educatio n (Statistics South Africa, 2007). this does not depict it as reality 
~ 

as educational level i.e. grade 1-6 of mosf farm workers s tands at 91%. this may 

emanates from the fact that the type of work concern does not require any formal 

qualification. Only 9% of farm workers have gone beyond grade 6. Statistics South 

Africa (2007) outlined that the percentage of the population aged 20 years and above 

with no schooling. has declined from 17.9% in 2001 to 10.3% in 2007. Vorster et al 

(2000) conclude that farm workers have the lowest literacy rate in South Africa and 

the immense backlog in education services still persists on farms. 

Due to the high rate of unemployment, it does not present a problem fo r labour 

brokers or farmers to find people seeking temporary employment (Schweitzer. 

2008) ... ··on any g iven day. there are many more work seekers than the farmer needs 

... the farmer or his foreman can p ick and choose amongst those clambering to get 

onto the lorry for a day"s wage" (Ewert and Du Toil 2005: 329). Temporary workers 

are frequently less educated and earn less than their permanent colleagues (Ewert and 

Du Toit 2005: 317: Kritzinger et al. 2004: 27). 

DereguJation, globalisation and increas ing competiti o n has led to the intens ification 

and specialisation of labour. Gradually, more permanent workers take over better 

quali tied and more elaborated tasks such as irrigation, sprayi ng and tractor driving 

(Kritzinger et al.. 2004: 21 - 22). It is not all of them (farm workers) that arc involved 

in the technical operations. This study reveals that on ly 13% can perform the tasks of 

technical operators while 87% are general workers . 

.. Farm workers generall y thought they had very little. And now with the s ignificant 

move from permanent to casual labour, being a permanent worker has become a 
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privilege, even though in real terms,. it's still a dog's life. Lt's ironic, when you think 

about it, people who thought they had littl e and now they are privileged" (NGO 

worker, personal communication. June 28, 2006). This correlate with this research 

outcome where 87% of farm workers are permanent and mostly classified as general 

labourers, the interaction was that honesty can lead to one being registered as a 

pem1anent worker; and o nly 13% of them temporary. Temporary workers present a 

heterogeneous assemblage of casual, seasonal and contract workers who have far less 

legal rights than their permanently employed counterparts (Schweitzer. 2008). 

Monetary-wise, it shows that 63% of farm workers earn R I 0 000- R 15 000 per 

annum and the mere 37% earning R16 OOO- R20 000. thi s may be as a result of 

compensation from public holidays and Sundays work. 

Kruger et a!., (2006) found out that women permanently employed in a farm had a 

mean cash income of R500.00* per month; the mean income of male workers on 

farms in the Yentersdorp district was R544.00 per month. Most farm workers in 

addition to their income, received benefits from farm owners such as free access to 

accommodation and water. wi th the conditions of accommodation and also the type of 

sanitation varying greatl y between farms. 

According to Statistics South Africa (2007). ownership of a radio. televi sion. 

computer. refrigerator and cell phone has increased considerably between Census 

200 1 and Community Survey 2007. Thi s concurs well as 91% offarm workers rely on 

the radio as a source of information. this may be because of the price tag on radio 

compared to other audio-visual equipment and only 9% rely on a televi sion. 

Sixty-one percent have families ranging from 1-3 members. 36% made up of 4-6 

members and 3% made up of six members and above. This might be due to the cost of 

living; as more and more fami lies have tried though in vain to reduce the size of the 

family due to high food prices, school fees. clothing, toiletries, transport etc. 

Husy and Samson (200 I) observed that as opposed to those employed on farm s, 

consideration has to be g iven to the dependents of these workers who are resident on 

farms. In general, dependents constitute additional 4-5 members of the family unit, 

reflecting an approx imate national number of employees and dependents permanently 
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residing on farms at 4 million people. This number does not include the number of 

families and persons resident on farms who are neither employed. nor dependent on 

an employee. 

There is considerable evidence of a cycle of debt together with high interest rates 

either to farm shops or directly to the employer on many farms. This appears to be 

due to the isolation of farms and reliance on employers to provide transport to town. 

Workers also identified what can be termed 'forced purchases' where the employer 
~ 

insists that they buy certain items. normally farm produce. at spec ific rates 

(Department of Labour, 200 I). 
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Table I: Percentage distribution of farm workers on the basis of personal 

characteri stics. 

Variables Percentage 
AGE 
Less than 20 Years· 2 
20-30 years 39 
31-40years 26 
41 -SO_years 23 
51-60 years 10 
GENDER 
Male 74 
Female 

. 
26 

MARITAl STATUS 
Single 54 
Married 19 
Cohabiting 27 
NATIONALITY 

Republic of South Africa 93 
Republic of Zimbabwe 7 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
Grade 1-6 91 
Grade 7-1 1 9 

JOB CATEGORY 
Technical Operators 13 
General Labourer 87 

TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 
Permanent 87 
Temporary 13 
SALARY GRADE 
R 1 0 000- R 15 000 per annum 63 
Rl 6 000- R20 OOO()_er annum 37 
SOURCE OF INFORMATION 
Radio 91 
Television 9 
FAMILY SIZE 
1-3 61 
4--6 36 
Above 6 3 
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4.3 Findings on socio-economic status 

4.3.1 Findings on socio-economic status (Agricultural possession) 

The ind icators of socio-economic status change with time in every communjty 

because of the dynamics of human existence. With the agrarian- based community 

made up of some di sguisedly poor ruralite and a generall y poverty ridden farming 

population (Oiawoye, 2002), there is an inability to discern correct indices of 

ascribing socio-economic status. Dogs and chickens are the most popular animals 
,j 

farm workers own. They may keep the dog as pet and primarily for security reasons. 

like they say ' a dog is the man 's best friend' . They pointed out that they keep 

chickens for the 'dire times' for use as relish. Only fi ve respondents own cattl e and 

sixteen of them own more than three goats each. Fourteen respondents own turkeys. 

while three own sheep and only one respondent owns a tractor and land. Horses, 

donkeys and pigs are the only animals that farm workers do not possess. 

Table 2: Percentage di stribution of farm workers on the basis of agri cultural 

possess tOns 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS (A_gric. ~ossession) 
Items 0 1--3 Above 3 

Cattle 92 3 5 

Horse 100 0 0 
Sheep 97 2 1 

Goats 84 0 16 
Pigs 100 0 0 
Dogs 36 63 1 

Cats 92 8 0 

Donkey 100 0 0 
Donkey-Cart 100 0 0 

Tractor 99 1 0 

Chickens 21 1 78 

Turkeys 86 0 14 
Peacocks 98 0 2 
Land 99 1 0 
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4.3.2 Findings on socio-economic status (Household materials) 

Radio, bed, blankets, pi llows, table, water-buckets, bath, calendar, window panes. 

wooden door and eating utensils are the most common objects that almost every farm 

worker possesses. These are the basic needs for every fa rm worker, and are vital in 

improving their persona. Fann workers have pointed out that none of them insured 

their household items. Husy and Samson (200 I) observed that in 1994, only one-fifth 

of all farm workers had access to a telephone with in I 00 metres of their homes, while 
~· 

42% had to travel more than I kilometre to a telephone. On K wazulu-Natal farms, the 

proportiqn of fa rm workers with access to television is 19%, while 27% of workers 

have access to telephones. 

Table 3: Percentage distribution of farm workers on the basis of household 
possessiOns 

Household materials 0 1--3 Above 3 

Rad io 8 92 0 
Television set 52 48 0 

DVD Player 75 25 0 
Heater 79 21 0 

Bed 1 99 0 

Wardrobe 50 50 0 
Kitchen unit 36 64 0 
Table 11 89 0 
Chairs 3 57 40 
Fridge 91 9 0 
Electric stove 41 59 0 
Microwave 99 1 0 

Kettle 26 74 0 

Boiler 100 0 0 

Decoder 100 0 0 
Satellite dish 100 0 0 
Plates 0 4 96 

Table spoon 0 39 61 

Tea spoon 3 63 34 

Knives 0 96 4 

Fork 16 77 7 

Computer 100 0 0 
Air-conditioner 100 0 0 

Blankets 0 5 95 
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Pillows 0 79 21 

Curtains 6 64 30 

Bath 0 100 0 

Mug 0 39 61 

Glasses 7 51 42 

Windowpane 6 69 25 

Wooden door 6 94 0 

froning board 72 28 0 

Coffee table 90 10 0 

Sofas 96 4 0 

Water-buckets 
. 

0 95 5 

Lawnmower 100 0 0 

Drill-machine 99 1 0 

Welding-machine 95 5 0 

Washing-machine 100 0 0 

Sewing-machine 99 1 0 

Cale ndar 4 96 0 

Spade 49 51 0 

Rake 54 46 0 

Spade-fork 78 22 0 

Saw 54 46 0 

4.3.3 Findings on socio-economic status (other utilities) 

On o ther utilities. there are findings that only one farm worker from the rest owns a 

motor vehicle (according to the explanation of the farm worker concern. he used to 

work somewhere and upon retrenchment. he used the money/package he worked for. 

to purchase a second hand, old model motor vehic le and he conquered that one wi ll 

find it difficult to can purchase a motor vehicle with the wage they are getting on their 

current farm-worker job), and most households have e lectricity except 2 1% of 

households yet these household belong to the farmer A substantial portion of the 

farm-worker community in South Africa is comprised of descendants of people who 

may have occupied and farmed white-owned land in a relatively independent manner 

(SAHRC, 2003). Those who are permanently employed or whose relatives are 

permanently employed, usually stay on the farm in housing provided by the farmer. 

The quality of housing largely depends on the attitude of the farmer and ranges from 

"decent'' to '·scarce ly fit for human habitation" (Ewert and Hamman 1999: 2 12). 

Protective clothing and cell phones seem to be the most common item they possess. 
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There seems to be no interest on calculators, cameras, toolboxes and diaries. Ewert 

and Hamman (1999) argue that similarly, the educational background of farm workers 

indicates their marginal position· in society. 

Table 4: Percentage· d istribution of farm w9rkers on the basis of other uti lities 

Other utilities 0 1--3 Above 3 

Car 99 1 0 
Bicycle 100 0 0 
Wheelbarrow 72 28 0 
Electricity 21 79 0 
Protective clothing 8 74 18 
Runningportable water 6 94 0 
Toilet/ablution facil ity 11 89 0 
Cell phone 18 82 0 
Camera 100 0 0 
Umbrella 16 77 7 
Travelling bag/suitcase 1 80 19 
Jackets 0 70 30 
Trousers 15 21 64 
Blouse 75 7 18 
Shi rts 24 39 37 
T-Shirts 0 37 63 
Denim jeans 16 79 5 
Gown 75 9 16 

Sungi asses 58 42 0 

Rai ncoat 22 78 0 
Boots 10 78 12 

Shoes 0 86 14 
Socks 0 71 29 
I Iats 0 74 26 

Underwear 4 54 42 
Tool-box 88 12 0 
Yard 96 4 0 
Gate 96 4 0 
Pens 21 79 0 
Notebook 28 72 0 
Diary 92 8 0 
Watch 39 61 0 
Calculator 100 0 0 
Washing line 100 0 0 
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4.4 Findings on job characteristics 

The following job characteristics aspects were statistically tested, this includes: 

Infrastructure for work; Working Hours; Get a chance to vote during National. 

Provincial and Municipal elections; Relationship with manager/foreman; Relationship 

with subordinates; Accommodation provided on the farm; Does accommodation 

provided on the fam1 have e lectricity; Does accommodation provided on the farm 

have ablution facilities: Does accommodation provided on the farm have running ,, 
potable water; Work Equipment (Resources); Leave entitlement; Salary every month; 

Pay-day on the agreed date between employer and employee; Job special isation; In

job training; Meal intervals during working hours; Provis io n of food within the farm, 

and Does employer know employees· physical address of their next of kin in case of 

unforeseen circumstances have a mean deviation of more than two (2). which shows 

that they are satisfi ed with the above-mentioned aspects. 

Management and ownership structures in the wtne industry apparently evoke 

apartheid patterns. The same can be said about current li v ing and working conditions 

of most Black farm workers. The latter still belong to the most marg inalised social 

groups in post-apartheid society, as their income levels show that they are even the 

poorest in the formal economy ( A WB 2003: 23). Those who are permanently 

employed or whose relatives are permanently employed, usually stay on the farm in 

housing provided by the farmer. The quality of ho using largely depends on the 

attitude of the farmer and ranges from "decenC to .. scarcely fit for human habitation'· 

(Ewert and Hamman 1999: 212). 

Moreover, due to their working and living conditions, farm workers are two to three 

times more likely to get infected by tuberculosis than people liv ing in urban areas 

(SA WB 2006: 23). Most farm workers in addition to their income. received benefits 

from farm owners such as free access to accommodation and water. with the 

conditions of accommodation and also the type of sanitatio n varyi ng greatl y between 

farms. On some farms, however, farm workers had to pay for accommodation. On 

most of the farms, farm workers were able to buy subsidised food such as fresh milk, 

meat. maize meal, eggs, poultry or vegetables from the farm owner. depending on the 

type of farming (Kruger et al. , 2006). 
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Statistical test performed reveal that the pressure on improved performance; Salary; 

Farm policies; Morale withi n the farm Authority within the farm; Job status; 

Promotion; Medical Aid; Loan Schemes; Working Conditions; Overtime 

Remunerations; Salary advice/Pay slip; Labour Union; Sectoral Determination; Job 

Description; Response to challenges; Bonuses; Documents and Contracts written in 

vernacular language; Night shift allowance; Compensation for Sunday and Public 

Holiday work: Foul language within the farm: Qualification for job; Job security; 

-Deductions on your salary; Flexibility and i·nitiative. and Burial rites within the farm 

are the aspects that have less than two (2) mean deviation, this means that farm 

workers are not satisfied about these aspects. 

While the process of casualisation and externalisation of labour turns out to be also an 

unintended effect of the introduction of new labour laws, the ANC government's 

actual objective was to grant rights to a group o f people who did not have any legal 

protection under apartheid. Previously, White farmers had the power to discriminate 

farm workers based on race and gender. evict them from their land and fire them at 

wil l. However, the new legislat ion based on a series of social. labour and tenure laws 

(e.g. Basic Conditions of Employment Amendment Act 1993, Employment Equ ity 

Act 1998, and Extension of Tenure Security Act 1997), forces farmers now to adhere 

to laws. which arc quite progressive compared to international standards. In addition 

to new laws in favour of farm workers, the end of apartheid opened a space for unions 

and civil society organisations to organise farm workers, disperse important 

information for them, and lobby for their rights. With varying success, these 

organisations limit the power of White farmers over fa rm workers ( chweitzer, 2008). 

Table 5: Job Characteristics with mean and standard deviation 
JOB CHARACTERISTICS 

Items Mean 
Pressure on improved performance 1.92 

infrastructure for work 2.03 

Working Hours 2.28 

Vote during National, Provincial and Municipal e lections 2.41 

Relationship with manager/foreman 2.16 

Relationship with subordinates 2.04 
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Standard 
Deviation 

0.6 

0.69 

0.93 

0.75 

0.58 
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Accommodation provided at the farm 2.48 0.78 

Accommodation electricity 2.43 0.89 

Accommodation ablution facilities 2.38 0.79 

Accommodation running portable water 2.6 0.53 

Salary 1.59 0.53 

Farm po licies 1.62 0.55 

Morale within the farm 1.62 0.49 

Authority within the farm 1.98 0.51 

Job status 1.58 0.49 

Promotion 1.52 0.5 

Medical Aid . 1" 0 

Loan Schemes 1.13 0.34 

Working Conditions 1.86 0.49 

Work Equipment (Resources) 2.35 0.74 

Leave entitlement 2.01 0.92 

Overtime Remunerations 1.66 0.71 

Salary advice/Pay s lip 1.97 0.98 

Labour Union 1 0 

Sectoral Determination 1 0 

Job Description 1.98 0.45 

Response to challenges 1.8 0.4 

General operatio ns 2 0.25 

Bonuses 1.63 0.52 

Documents and Contracts written in vernacular laJ'!&uage 1.01 0.1 

Night shift allowance 1.45 0.67 

Compensation for Sunday and Public Holiday work 1.66 0.63 

Pay/salary in South African Currency 3 0 

Salary on every month-end 2.77 0.55 

Pay-day on the agreed date between employer and employee 2.74 0.58 

Foul language withi n the farm 1.95 0.43 

Conflicting orders 2 0.35 

Qualification for job 1.94 0.44 

.J ob specialization 2.07 0.38 

Job securi ty 1.98 0.81 

fn-.Job training 2.36 0.69 

Deductions on your salary 1.9 0.57 

Flexibility and initiative 1.74 0.44 

Meal intervals during working hours 2.61 0.75 

Provis ion of food within the farm 2.55 2.04 
Does employer know the physical address of the next of kin in case of 
unforeseen circumstances 2.48 0.87 

Burial ri tes within the farm 1.2 0.4 
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Table 6: Multiple regression analysis of relationship between, socio-economic status 
and persona] characteristics of farm workers 

Job characteristics Socio-economic status 

B Std. 
Beta t Sig B Std. 

Beta t 

Error Error 

(Constant) 76.31 25.37 3.00 .003 138.29 44.9 3.08 

Age 6.75 1.45 .48 4.66 .000 8.53 2.56 .289 3.32 

Gender 8.48 3.18 .25 2.66 .009 17.54 5.63 .249 3.11 

Marital status 5.62 1.62 .33 3.46 .001 -1.66 2.87 -.046 -.57 

National it~ -1 .90 9.13 -.03 -. .20 .835 -10.62 16.16 -.088 -.65 -

Educationalle\lel 13.12 4.44 .25 2.95 .004 -5.61 7 .86 -.052 -.71 

Job category -12.54 3.50 -.28 -3.57 .001 .18 15.21 .002 .03 

Type of empl0\1ment -10.68 3.36 -.24 -3.17 .002 -26.03 5.95 -.283 -4.37 

Information sources 4.19 8.03 .08 .52 .602 -1.03 "14.21 -.010 -.07 

Family size -3.46 1.04 -.34 -3.32 .001 8.99 "1.84 .424 4.88 

F 10.53 19.3 

Q_ 0.00 0.00 

R 0.72 0.81 

R square 0.51 0.65 

4.5 Chapter Summary 

Sig 

.003 

.001 

.002 

.56 

.51 

.47 

.97 

.00 

.94 

.00 

This chapter described the personal characteristics with percentage distribution. 

s imilarly with socio-economic status and job characteristics rat,ed with standard and 

mean deviatio•n of farm workers. Multiple regression analysis of relationship between 

socio-econom ic status and personal characteristics was also carried out. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. FINDINGS, RECOMM ENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 Introduction 

The study was designed to determine and identify personal characteristics of farm 

workers, determine the job characteristics of farm workers, ascertain the socio

economic status of farm workers and the relationsh ip between socio-economic status 
~ 

and job characteristics of farm workers. One hundred farm workers were randomly 

selected from different farms (both on commercia l and communal farms). Data were 

collected using a structured questionnai re which made of personal characteristics, 

socio-economic status and job characteri stics. Data collected were coded and 

subjected to analysis using the percentages, mean and standard deviation to describe 

the data. 

5.2 Major findin gs of the study 

The findings of this study show that m ost farm workers interviewed were males as 

compared to their female counterpa rts. inety-onc percents (9 1 %) of farm workers in 

th is study rely on the radio as their mode of information. A lthough most of them are 

employed pcnnanently. they are e ither singles (not married) or are co-habi ting with 

someone on the farm or from outside the farm. Ninety-one percent (91 %) of them 

have not gone beyond primary education (illiteracy level is of g reat concern). 

There is still a concern that most farm workers are not paid according to Sectoral 

Determination. Farm policies and morale within the farm are of concern as most tarm 

workers reside and work on the farm. In such instances. tht:rc is no way to go after 

work except on ho lidays o r during the different kinds of leave to re lieve the stress of 

work and residential environment. Overtime work, Sunday and public holiday work 

are not properly remunerated as po inted out by most of the farm workers. There is 

concern that there are some deductions on their monthly salary (including those who 

borrowed money from the employer during the cow·sc of the month; some form of 

loan scheme) and this cannot be accounted for, as most farm workers do not recei ve 
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salary advice/pay slips before they can get their monthly salary, as to budget their pay 

when it is due. Sixty-three percent (63%) of them earn between RIO 000-RIS 000 per 

annum after deductions and the mere thirty-seven percent (37%) earn between Rl6 

OOO- R20 000 per annum. Having pointed this out, there is a satisfactory mood on 

salaries being paid by South African currency and they get it at the end of every 

month. There is no implementation of sectoral determination on the work place. The 

labour unions do not exist on most of the farms. 

None of the one hundred farm workers ha5 medical aid; it is a cause of concern tn 

case of chronic ailments. Most of farm workers from time to time pointed out they 

receive In-Job training and accorded a chance to vote during elections, they are also 

provided with accommodation at the farm and most cases they are allowed to enjoy 

their meal intervals during working hours. 

Only eight percent (8% ) of farm workers interviewed own cattle and only one farm 

worker has a land. Most thjs farm workers keep dogs as pets. They have most of the 

household items such as rad io; bed: eating utensil s; tables; blankets; pillows: water 

buckets and calendars. None of them (those interviewed possess the following items: 

boiler; decoder; satel lite dish; computer: air-conditioner: lawnmower; or wa ·hing 

machine. Only one farm worker possess a car whereas the whole 99% does not have 

any means of transport. Twenty-one percent (21 %) of farm workers do not possess 

electricity and only e ight percent (8%) do not have protective clothing, thi s is a 

contravention of Basic Condi tions of Employment Act 1997 and Occupational and 

Safety Act, 85 of 1993. 

5.3 Conclusion 

The fo llowing conclusion can be drawn based on the findings. focusing on the 

objectives and hypothesis of the study. The majority of fa rm workers are males. Most 

of the farm workers are illiterate with very few above primary level of education. The 

majority earn between Rl 0 000-RIS 000 per annum. None of the farm workers 
' 

possess medical aid . Agricultural possession can be observed in only few of farm 

workers. There was multiple regression analysis of relationship between socio

economic status and personal characteristics of farm workers such as age. gender, 
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marital status. nationality, education level, job category, type of employment. 

information sources, and fami ly s izes. This study manages to answer the research 

question based on the findings. 

5.4 Recommendations 

Recommendations are made with regards to different stakeho lders. 

It is recommended that Government should: 

• Make an effor1 to audit progress with regard to Sectoral determination: 

• Convey a platform for every farm worker to voice the concerns through that 

channel: 

• In conjunction with fatm owners (fa1mers) to establish Adu lt Basic Education 

and Training centres to cater for high illiteracy level on farm workers at 

different farms. This will no t only he lp the fa rm worker but also a farmer as 

workers will be able to read and interpret diffe rent items such as: direction for 

use in li vestock medicine. seeds packages, o perations of different farming 

machinery/ implements. 

Farm workers should : 

• eek help from relevant channels to voice out flawed activities in the working 

environments: 

• Be willing to team when the ABET systems are introduced in the farms: th is 

wi ll be for thei r own good as capacity bui lding; 

• Participate in diffe rent forums such as labour unions and field

days/workshops and empower themselves when given time to partic ipate in 

these forums. If they don not have unions, they cannot bargain or negoti ate 

for salaries o r any aspects re lated to work activities. 
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APPENDIX I 

Employment Act for farm workers 

Sectoral Determination 

I. Membath isi Mphumzi Shepherd Mdladlana, Minister of Labour, hereby in terms of 

section 50 of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 1997, make a Sectoral 

Determination establ ishing conditions of employment and wages for employers and 

employees in the Farm worker sector, Sbuth Africa, in the schedule hereto a~d 

determine the second Monday after the date of publication of this notice as the date 

from which the provisions of the said Sectoral Determination shall become binding 

(Mdladlana, 2/ 12/2002). 

Guidelines 

1. Notice period and termination of employment 

In tenm; of the Sectoral Determination. any party to an employment contract must 

give written notice, except when an illiterate farm worker gives it. as fo llows: 

• One week, if employed for s ix months or less 

• Four weeks if employed for more than six months. 

Notice must be explained orally by or on behalf of the employer to a farm worker if 

he/she is not able to understand it. 

The employer is required to provide the farm worker who resides in accommodation 

situated on the premises of the employer or provided by the employer. with 

accommodation for a period of one month , or if it is a longer period, until the contract 

of employment could lawfully have been terminated. 

The farm worker is entitled to keep livestock on the premises for a period of one 

month or until the contract of employment could lawfully have been terminated. 
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The farm worker who has standing crops on the land is enti tled to tend to those crops, 

harvest and remove them within a reasonable time after they become ready for 

harvesting unless the employer pays the farm worker an agreed amount for the crops. 

All monies due to the fam1 worker for any wages, a llowance or other payments that 

have not been paid. paid time-off not taken and pro-rata leave must be paid. 

tl 

2. Procedure for termination of employment 

While the contract of employment makes provision for tennination of employment, it 

must be understood that the services of an employee may not be te1minated unless a 

valid and fa ir reason exists and fair procedure is followed. If an employee is 

dismissed without a valid reason or without a fair procedure. the employee may refer 

the matter to the CCMA for assistance 

Pro-rata leave and severance pay is payable. 

Jn the event of a fam1 worker being unable to return to work due to disability, the 

employer must investigate the nature of the disability and ascertain whether or not it is 

permanent or temporary. The employer must try to accommodate the employee as far 

as possible for example, amending or adapting the ir duties to suit the disability. 

However. in the event of it not being possible for the employer to adapt the farm 

worker's duties and/or to find alternatives due to the disability. such employer may 

terminate the services of the farm worker. 

The Labour Relations Act. 66 of 1995 sets out the procedures to be fo llowed at the 

termination of services in the Code ofGood Practice. in Schedule 8. 

3. Wage/remuneration/payment 

There is a prescribed minimum wage. Addi tional payments (such as for overtime or 

work on Sundays or Public Holidays) arc calculated from the total wage as indicated 

in clause 5.3 of the contract. The total remuneration is the total of the money received 
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by the employee and the payment i!l kjnd, which may not be more than 10% each of 

the wage for food and accomm_odation. 

4. T ransport allowances 

Sectoral Determination 13: Farm workers Sector, South A fri ca does not regulate this 

and is therefore open to negotiation between the parties. 

5. Hours ofwork 

5. 1 Normal hours (excluding overtime) 

A farm worke r may not be made to: 

• work more than 45 ordinary hours a week; 

• work more than nine hours a day for a five day work week; and 

• work m ore than eight hours a day for a s ix day work week. 

5.2 Extension of ordinary hours of work 

By written agreement, ordinary hours of work may be extended by not more than five 

hours per week for a period of not more than four months and be reduced by the same 

number of hours during a period of the same duration in the same twelve-month 

period. 

The employer must pay the farm worker the wage he/she would have received for 

his/her normal hours worked. 

Ex tended hours not reduced must be paid as overtime o n termination. 

5.3 Overtime 

A farm worker may not work more than 15 hours overtime per week but may not 

work more than 12 hours on any day, inc luding overtime. 
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Overtime must be paid at 1.5 times the employee's normal wage or an employee may 

agree to receive paid time off. 

5.4 Daily and weekly rest periods 

5.4. 1 A dai ly rest period of 12 consecutive hours and a weekly rest period of 

36 consecutive hours, which must include Sunday. unless otherwise 

agreed, must be allowed. 

5.4.2 The daily rest period may by agreement, be reduced to 10 hours for an 

employee who lives on the premises whose meal interval lasts for at 

least three hours. 

5.4.3 The weekly rest period may by agreement. be extended to 60 

consecutive hours every two weeks or be reduced to eight hours in any 

week if the rest period in the following week is extended equi valentl y. 

5.5 Night work 

5.5. 1 ight work means work performed after 20:00 and before 04:00 

5.5.1 Only worked if agreed to in writing and must be compensated by an 

allowance of at least I 0% the ordinary daily ' age and if transport is 

available. 

6. Meal intervals 

A farm worker is entitled to a one-hour break for a meal after not m ore than five 

hours work. Such interval may be reduced to 30 minutes, by agreement between 

the parties. When a second mea l interval is required because of overtime worked. 

it may be reduced to not less than 15 minutes. I f required or permitted to work 

during thi s period. remuneration must be paid. 
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7. Work on Sundays 

Must be paid as follows: 

T ime worked on Sunday 

Time worked on· a Sunday Payment 

One hour or less Double the wage for one hour 

More than one hour but not more than Double the ord inary wage for time worked 

two hours 

More than two hours but not more than . The ordinary daily wage. 

five hours 

The greater of double the wage payable in 
More than five hours 

respect of time worked (exc luding ovet1ime) 

or double the ordinary dai ly wage. 

A farm worker who does not reside on the farm who works on a Sunday. must be 

regarded as having worked at least two hours on that day. 

8. Public holidays 

The days mentioned in the Public Holidays Act must be granted but the parties can 

agree to further public ho lidays. Work on a public holiday is entirely voluntary and a 

fa rm worker may not be forced to work on such public holiday. 

The official public ho lidays are : 

New Years Day 

Human Rights Day 

Good Friday 

Family Day 

Freedom Day 

Workers Day 

Youth Day 

National Women·s Day 

Heritage Day 

Day of Reconciliation 

Christmas Day 

Day of Goodwill 
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Any other day declared an official public holiday from time to time must also be 

granted. These days can be exchanged for any other day by agreement. If the 

employee works on a public holiday, he/she shaJI be paid double the normal day's 

wage. 

9. Annualleave 

Annual leave may not be less than three weeks per year for full-time workers or by 
~ 

agreement, one day for every 17 days worke·d or one hour for every 17 hours worked. 

The leave must be granted not later than six months after completion of the period of 

12 consecutive months of employment. The leave may not be granted concurrent with 

any period of sick leave, nor with a period of notice of termination of the contract of 

employment. 

1 0. Sick leave 

During every sick leave cycle of 36 months. an employee is entitled to an amount of 

paid sick leave equal to the number of days the employee would normally work 

dw·ing a period of six weeks. 

During the first six months of employment. an employee is entitled to one day's paid 

sick leave for every 26 days worked. 

The employer is not required to pay an employee if the employee has been absent 

from work for more than two consecutive days or on more than two occasions during 

an eight-week period and, on request by the employer. does not produce a medical 

certificate stating that the employee was unable to work for the duration of the 

employee's absence on account of sickness or injury. 

ll. Maternity leave 

The employee is entitled to at least four consecutive months for maternity leave. The 

employer is not obliged to pay the farm worker for the period for which she is off 
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work due to her pregnancy. However, the parties may agree that the farm worker will 

receive part of or her entire salary/wage for the time that she is off due to pregnancy. 

12. Family responsibility leave 

Employees employed for longer than four months and fo r at least four days a week 

are entitled to take three days paid fam ily responsibility leave during each leave cycle 

when the employee's child is born, or when the employee's chi ld is sick o r in the 

-event of the death of the employee's spous~ or life partner or parent adoptive parent, 

grandparent. child , adopted child, grandchild or s ibling. 

13. Deductions from the remuneration 

The Sectoral Determination prohibits an employer from deducting any monies from 

the farm worker·s wages without hisfher wrinen pem1ission. 

A deduction of not more than I 0% each of the wage may be held back for food and 

accommodation provided on a consistent and regular basis and provided the house has 

a roof that is durable and waterproof, has a glass window that can be opened, 

electricity and tap water is available inside the house and a flush toilet or pit latrine 

available inside or close to the house. 

14. Other issues 

There are certain other issues which are not regulated by the Sectoral Determination 

such as probationa ry peri ods, right of ent ry to the employer's premises. afternoons 

off, weekends off and pension schemes, medical aid schemes. training/school fees. 

funeral benefi ts and savings account. However. the aforementioned may be 

negotiated between the parties and included in the contract of employment. 

15. Prohibition of employment 

The Sectoral Determination prohibits employment of any person under the age of 15 

and it is therefore important fo r an employer to verify the age of the farm worker by 

requesting a copy of the identity document or birth certificate. 
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16. Other conditions of employment 

There is no provision, which prevents any other conditions of employment being 

included in a contract of employment but any provision, which sets conditions, which 

are less favourable. than those set by the Determination, would be invalid. 
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APPENDIX II 

Data Collection:- Questionnaire 

A. Personal Chara1cteristics 

Please indicate category you belong to for each of the following indicato rs of personal 

characteristics 

i). AGE ii) Gender 

Less than 20 years 

20-30 years 

31-40 years 

41-50 years 

51-60 years 

I Male 

Above 60years 

iii) Marital tatus iv) Nationality 

Kingdom ofSwaziland 
Sing le 

Kingdom of Lesotho 
Married 

Republi c of Malawi 
Cohabiting 

Republic of Mozambique 
Divorced 

Republic of South Africa 
Widow 

Repub lic of Zimbabwe 

v) Educational Level v) Job Category 

Grade 1-6 

Grade 7- 11 

Matric 

Diploma Technical Operators 

Degree General Labourer 
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vii) Job Positions viii) Type of Employment 

Permanent 
Messenger 

Administration Officer 
Temporary 

Fixed-term contract 
Manager 

ix) Salary Grade x) Religion 

Below R50 000 per annum 
Christian 

R51 000 - R 1 00 000 per annum 
Muslim 

R 110 000 - R 150 000 per annum 
Rastafarism 

R 151 000 - R200 000 per annum 
Other 

R20 I 000 - R300 000 per annum 

Above R300 000 per annum 

xi) Source of Information xii) Family 1ze .................. . 

Internet 

Newspaper 

Magazine 

Radio 

Television 

Books 
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B. Job Characteristics 

Please indicate from the following items the degree of satisfaction or di ssatisfaction 

you and about your j ob and its related characteristics. 

NO Items Satisfactory Moderate ly 

Sati sfactory 
tl . 

1 Pressure on improved performance 

2 Infrastructure for work 

3 Working Hours 

4 Get a chance to vote during National, 

Provincial and Municipal election 

5 Relationship with manager/ foreman 

6 Relationship with subordinates 

7 Accommodation provided at the farm 

8 Does accommodation provided at the 

fa rm have e lectricity 

9 Does accommodation provided at the 

fa rm have ablution facilities 

10 Does accommodation provided at the 

farm have running portable water 

II Salary 

12 Farm policies 

13 Morale within the farm 

14 Authority within the farm 

15 Job status 

16 Promotion 

17 Medica l Aid 

18 Loan Schemes 

19 Working Conditions 

20 Work Equipment (Resources) 
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21 Leave entitlement 

22 Overtime Remunerations 

23 Salary advice/Pay sl ip 

24 Labour Union 

25 Sectoral Determination 

26 Job Description 

27 Response to challenges 

28 General operations 
" . 

29 Bonuses 

30 Documents and Contmcts written tn 

vernacular language 

31 Night shift allowance 

32 Compensation for Sunday and Pub! ic 

Hoi iday work 

33 Pay/salary in South African Currency 

34 Salary on e ery month-end 

35 Pay-day on the agreed date between 

employer and employee 

36 Foul language within the farm 

37 Conflicting orders 

38 Qualification for j ob 

39 Job specialization 

40 Job security 

41 In-Job training 

42 Deductions on your salary 

43 Flexibility and initiative 

44 Meal intervals during working hours 

45 Provision offood within the fann 

46 Docs employer know your physical 

address of your next of kin in case of 

unforeseen circumstances 

47 Burial rites within the farm 
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C. Socio-Economic Characteristics 

ITEMS Posses (YES} Posses (NO} Number of those 

Items 

Cattle 

Horse 

Sheep 

Goats 

Pigs II . 
Dogs 

Cats 

Donkey 

Donkey-Cart 

Car 

Tractor 

Bicycle 

Wheelbarrow 

Radio 

Telev ision Set 

DVD Player 

Land 

Heater 

Electricity 

Bed 

Wardrobe 

Kitchen unit 

Protective clothing 

Running portable 

water 

Toilet/ablution 

fac ility 

Table 

Chairs 



Fridge 

Electric stove 

Microwave 

Kettle 

Boiler 

Cel l phone 

Camera 

Decoder 
-· . 

Satellite dish 

Plates 

Table spoon 

Tea spoon 

Kni ves 

Fork 

Umbrella 

Computer 

Travelling 

bag/suitcase 

Air-conditioner 

Blankets 

Pillows 

Curtains 

Jackets 

Trousers 

Blouse 

Shirts 

T-Shirts 

Denim jeans 

Gown 

Sunglasses 

Raincoat 

Spade 
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Rake 

Spade-fork 

Saw 

Tool-box 

Yard 

Gate 

Bath 

Mug 

Glasses . 
Window pane 

Wooden door 

Ironing board 

Washing line 

Coffee table 

Sofas 

Chickens 

Turkeys 

Peacocks 

Water-buckets 

Boots 

Shoes 

Socks 

Hats 

Underwear 

Lawn mower 

Drill-machine 

Welding-machine 

Washing-machine 

Sawing-machine 

Pens 

Notebook 

Diary 
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Calendar 

Watch 

Calculator 
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